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ABSTRACT

Author: Guo, Chen. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
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Title: A Pattern Approach to Examine the Design Space of Spatiotemporal Visualization
Major Professor: Yingjie Victor Chen
Pattern language has been widely used in the development of visualization systems. This
dissertation applies a pattern language approach to explore the design space of spatiotemporal visualization. The study provides a framework for both designers and novices to communicate, develop, evaluate, and share spatiotemporal visualization design on an abstract
level. The touchstone of the work is a pattern language consisting of fifteen design patterns
and four categories. In order to validate the design patterns, the researcher created two
visualization systems with this framework in mind. The first system displayed the daily
routine of human beings via a polygon-based visualization. The second system showed the
spatiotemporal patterns of co-occurring hashtags with a spiral map, sunburst diagram, and
small multiples. The evaluation results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed design patterns to guide design thinking and create novel visualization practices.

1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the key concepts of spatiotemporal visualization and gives an overview of this research study. This chapter also describes the study’s scope and significance,
the statement of the problem, and associated research questions. Furthermore, the assumptions, limitations, and delimitations of the study are included in this chapter as well. Finally,
the chapter concludes with a preview of its subsequent chapters.

1.1

Introduction

Our world is saturated with rich spatiotemporal data, including bus schedules, events calendars, weather predictions, and GPS navigation. Many applications and systems deal with
spatiotemporal aspects, too. These include: cyber security monitoring, crime activities
analysis, worldwide epidemic predictions, and social network analysis. Spatiotemporal
data exist within both space and time. It is widely understood that spatiotemporal visualization plays an important role in the discovery and understanding of the inherent nature of
data. Spatiotemporal visualization uses a set of tools and techniques to explore information
changes in space and time, and aims to convey to humans the specific insights on large and
complex data sets (Zhong, Wang, Zeng, & Arisona, 2012). The effective communication
of data insights is one of the primary concerns of the visualization research community.
Another concern is the design and development of novel and intuitive visual representations.

In order to address these concerns, numerous researchers have categorized and taxonomized visualization techniques from different perspectives and criteria, including time,
data, and representation (Aigner, Miksch, Schumann, & Tominski, 2011), data characteristics and data analytics (Andrienko, Andrienko, & Gatalsky, 2003), and the data state reference model (Chi, 2000). Capturing entire representations is very difficult and time-consuming, as it can be frustrating to explore the entire visualization design space. Accordingly,
the visualization research community has focused their efforts on a single problem or technique, such as the full set of viable timeline designs (Brehmer, Lee, Bach, Riche, &
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Munzner, 2016), composite visualization (Javed & Elmqvist, 2012), or visualization tasks
(Hans-Jörg Schulz, Nocke, Heitzler, & Schumann, 2013). However, few studies used a
structural approach to derived common strategies from the design and development of spatiotemporal visualization and provided a framework to aid communication to well-known
visualization solutions.

This study applied the pattern language approach to study spatiotemporal visualization design. The original idea came from architect Christopher Alexander and his colleagues (Alexander, Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 1977). Design patterns are identified in existing frameworks and can be applied to recurring problems in architecture. Gamma et al. (1994) and
Schmidt (1995) introduced software design patterns to the information visualization domain and have proven that these patterns effectively built new interactive visualizations.
Each pattern includes a name, intent, motivation, description of the solution, and discussion
of the consequences. This dissertation considered the spatiotemporal visualization design
process as a trade-off process for optimization problems. Design patterns should incorporate the design context, design decisions, and compromises, as well as help designers balance trade-offs and make decisions to meet their goals.

To sum up, this dissertation intends to organize the spatiotemporal design space using a
pattern language approach. The pattern approach provides an efficient and effective way
to convey and share knowledge about design solutions to both expert and novice users. An
understanding of the negotiation process—what works well or less well among different
design patterns—will help guide visualization designers to produce effective and efficient
spatiotemporal displays, and encourage visualization designers to develop novel and creative visualizations to communicate the insights of spatiotemporal data. In this Ph.D. research, the researcher also developed two visualization systems to validate the proposed
design patterns.

3
1.2

Significance

The design space of spatiotemporal visualization contains all possible design choices. Using a pattern approach and wealth of taxonomies and frameworks for spatiotemporal representation can help designers understand the fundamental “building blocks” and tradeoffs in the design process. Trade-offs are the competing design choices of significant visual
parameters and constraints. Developing an understanding of reusable design patterns is
useful for designers to identify the most appropriate and effective approach to convey specific insights to their audiences. A good pattern can reduce time in the design and development of spatiotemporal visualization as well as facilitate effective communication within
and between disciplines. Design patterns guide the design and development of effective
data visualizations as well as provide a framework for the evaluation of visualization practices. In other words, this dissertation offers a structural way to aid the selection and evaluation of existing spatiotemporal visualization techniques.

The decision-making process of spatiotemporal visualization is still unclear. For example,
designers may face a choice between competing alternatives of different data scales, or
mapping a data set into multiple representations. The design rationale used to weigh these
trade-offs shapes designers’ beliefs and attitudes; therefore, this process has a significant
effect on the visualization design. Considering spatiotemporal visualization design as a
mapping of design patterns can promote a particular approach to design thinking. Design
patterns group visual elements into meaningful units and map the spatiotemporal data fields
onto graphical attributes. An awareness of the entire representation space along with the
related cognitive efforts can help organize and scaffold this design thinking process.

The intention of this design space research is to provide a framework to support the generation of creative and novel spatiotemporal visualizations. The design space analysis that
underlies spatiotemporal visualization may not only provide design guidelines and support
for current visualization tools, but also inspire novel visualization design practices. The
proposed design patterns are basic and fundamental elements and values. These patterns
can be combined to produce various representations. Identifying the relationships among
design patterns offers methods for modifying existing techniques and creating new visual
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representations. The work of this dissertation is intended to ground and inspire the design
of novel tools for visualizing spatiotemporal data.

1.3

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of the dissertation is to aid in the selection of design alternatives as well as
the evaluation of spatiotemporal visualizations by introducing and analyzing the design
space. The study focuses on using a pattern approach to explore the design space and
tradeoffs in the design process. Instead of simply describing design techniques, this work
considers the visual expression process as part of its interpretation of spatiotemporal visualization. The underlying process behind visualization techniques also supports designers’
judgments and beliefs, and therefore affects the design practice and visualization quality.
Different from previous taxonomical studies, this work focuses on an analytical appreciation for spatiotemporal design patterns and considers the conflicting design features. This
dissertation doesn’t address design issues related to data processing, data transformation,
or implementation. Rather, it deals with the mapping of visual structures and the transformation of visual results in the design activity. The research investigates the trade-off reasoning process using different design patterns. Ultimately, the work tries to organize design
thinking and support designers to create more effective and intuitive spatiotemporal visualization tools.

1.4

Research Questions

The questions central to this study are:
1. How is the design space of spatiotemporal visualization constructed using a pattern
language approach?
2. To what extent can the proposed design patterns be utilized to guide the design of
spatiotemporal visualization?
3. To what extent can the proposed design patterns be utilized to evaluate spatiotemporal visualization?
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1.5

Assumptions

The following assumptions are inherent in the pursuit of the project:
1. The participants in this study were unaware of the research topic and had basic
knowledge of computers.
2. The participants in this study did not have prior exposure to the visualization tools
presented during the usability testing.
3. The participants selected to perform the usability test were a representative sample
of end users in the United States.
4. The number of participants in the usability testing was sufficient to produce results
among variables that were significantly different.
5. The participants in the usability testing completed the tasks to the best of their abilities.
6. Participants were honest and did not help each other with the usability tasks.
7. The usability instruments were within the ability level of participants, and the instructions were comprehensible.
8. The background, knowledge, and experience of the participants may have affected
their usability test scores.

1.6

Limitations

The following limitations were inherent in the pursuit of the project:
1. Data was collected from a limited number of volunteer participants available at
Purdue University.
2. The researcher could not provide the same experimental settings to all study participants.
3. The researcher could not control the participants’ behaviors during the usability
testing.

1.7

Delimitations

The following delimitations are inherent in the pursuit of the project:
1. This study confined itself to testing spatiotemporal visualization.
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2. This study measured the effectiveness of visualization.
3. This study confined itself to testing single users using a typical display of 1600 x
1200 pixels.
4. This study investigated the effect of critical decision points and did not consider
irrelevant design factors.

1.8

Definitions of Key Terms

The following terms are defined to assist the reader:
1. Spatiotemporal visualization – uses a set of tools and techniques to explore and
explain information changes in space and time, and aims to convey the specific
insights of large and complex data sets to humans (Zhong et al., 2012).
2. Design space – the universe of all possible design choices, along with the corresponding dimensions (McKerlie & MacLean, 1994).
3. Design framework – the elements that can function as conceptual tools during a
design activity, organize relevant concepts in the design space, and guide the design
process (Sedig & Parsons, 2016).
4. Design pattern – a three-part rule, which features a relation within a context, a problem, and a solution (Alexander et al., 1977).
5. Trade-off – the characteristics, costs, and benefits associated with the alternatives
to a particular design decision (Howard, 1997).
6. Visual metaphors –how data characteristics are encoded for visual display. It includes not only the selection of a basic metaphor, such as a bar chart, but also a
mapping of data attributes onto visual characteristics of the chosen metaphor, for
example, bar size and color (Eick & Karr, 2002a).
7. Visual acuity – commonly refers to the clarity of vision, dependent on optical and
neural factors, i.e. (i) the sharpness of the retinal focus within the eye, (ii) the health
and functioning of the retina; and (iii) the sensitivity of the interpretative faculty of
the brain (Hofstetter, 2000).
8. Visual scalability – “the capability of visualization tools effectively to display large
and complex data sets, in terms of either the number or the dimension of individual
data elements” (Eick & Karr, 2002a). The research in visual scalability includes the
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following aspects: human perception, monitor resolution, visual metaphors, data
structures and algorithms, and computational infrastructure (Yost, 2007).

1.9

Overview of Study

This chapter provided an overview of the current research study, including its background,
scope, significance, and statement of purpose. Furthermore, research questions, assumptions, limitations, and delimitations of the study were included in this chapter. The second
chapter features a literature review of previous research on the design space, cognitive processing of visualization, and scalable techniques for spatiotemporal data visualization. The
review discusses various kinds of spatiotemporal representations and perception theories
related to visual expression processes, including: pre-attentive processing, visual working
memory, cognitive load, and sensemaking. It also surveys the scalable visualization techniques for spatiotemporal data. The third chapter outlines the methodology and framework
used in this study. It includes a detailed description of the design science methods applied
in this research.
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REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

The design space has gained a lot of attention in the information visualization field. An
understanding of the common framework and taxonomies behind design choices is crucial
to the development of novel visual representations. The purpose of this chapter is to establish how previous literature characterizes the design space of spatiotemporal information
visualization. The framework of this literature review is shown in Figure 2.1. This chapter
first briefly reviews the background knowledge and basic theories of design space. The
visualization design space is very complicated and involves several cognitive mechanisms.
It is necessary to understand viewer interpretation from cognitive and perceptual perspectives. The second section reviews the cognitive processing of visualization from vision’s
constructive power, preattentive processing, working memory, cognitive load, and sensemaking. Additionally, effective spatiotemporal visualization techniques usually achieve
high scalability. The third section provides a detailed overview and analysis of the current
spatiotemporal visualization techniques based on their scalability in the following categories: information, visual, display, human, and software.

Figure 2.1 The framework of literature review
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2.1
2.1.1

Design Space

Design Space Definition

Design space has gained a lot of attention from the visualization research community. Accordingly, there exists a strong need to formally define design spaces (Cook & Thomas,
2005) and systematically explore the design space of possible visual representations (Johnson et al., 2006). Design space can be defined as all possible design choices paired with
some dimensions (McKerlie & MacLean, 1994). This concept of design space has been
widely adopted by researchers of architecture, interaction design, and graphic design. Design solutions arise from existing techniques and methods in a delimited space of possibilities.
2.1.2

Fundamentals of Visualization Design Techniques

This section introduces basic design space theories as well as the underlying knowledge
central to this work. Previous research efforts have focused on exploring the design space
based on the structure of graphical representations. Bertin's (1983) theory of The Semiology
of Graphics identified seven retinal variables: position, size, shape, value, color, orientation,
and texture. In Readings in Information Visualization, Bertin (1999) provided valuable insights on visual structures. He identified a limited set of components where visual structures are made from marks with graphical properties. Following Bertin, Cleveland &
McGill (1984) provided a set of elementary perceptual tasks and ranked them based on the
accuracy with which humans are able to encode the quantitative information: position
along a common scale; position on identical but nonaligned scales; length; angle and slope;
area; volume, density, and color saturation; color hue. Card, Mackinlay, and Shneiderman
(1999) compiled previous research papers on the use of space to map data onto a visual
form. The authors listed four ways to encode abstract data: 1D, 2D, 3D; multiple dimensions; trees; and networks. They also introduced three main properties of visual structures:
the spatial substrate, markings, and retinal properties.

Previous design space theories focused mainly on the identification of visual elements and
provided improved conceptual organizations (Rodrigues, Traina, de Oliveira, & Traina,
2007). This work revealed how different types of data are mapped into visual forms and
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satisfied constraints. These theories provide a groundwork for the visualization design
space and a theoretical foundation for the current research.
2.1.3

Taxonomy of Visualization Techniques

Many research projects have studied the taxonomy of visualization techniques. Most focused on a single factor, such as data type, interaction, analytic task, or visual representation. Shneiderman (1996) proposed seven data types: 1D, 2D, 3D, time, multi-dimension,
tree, and network. He also suggested the full task list should include overview, zoom, filter,
details-on-demand, relate, history, and extract. Keim, North, Panse, and Schneidewind
(2002) classified visualization data types into six classes: one-dimensional data, two-dimensional data, multidimensional data, text and hypertext, hierarchies and graphs, and algorithms and software. Visualization techniques can be classified into the following five
categories: standard 2D/3D displays, geometrically-transformed displays, icon-based displays, dense-pixel displays, and stacked displays. In addition to data types and visualization
techniques, interaction and distortion techniques, including dynamic projections, filtering,
zooming, linking, and brushing facilitate effective data exploration. Chi (2000) contributed
to the taxonomy of the design space by proposing a data state reference model. This data
pipeline advances through four data stages: value, analytical abstraction, visualization abstraction, and view. Moreover, there are three types of data-transformation operators: data
transformation, visualization transformation, and visual-mapping transformation, as well
as four types of within-stage operators: within value, within-analytical abstraction, withinvisualization abstraction, and within view.

Design space can be divided into multiple, independent dimensions. Each dimension has
different parameters that govern the visualization outcome. After examining existing implicit hierarchy visualization techniques, Baudel & Broeksema (2012) identified four axes
of the design space for implicit tree visualization: dimensionality, node representation,
edge representation, and layout. The authors also considered the design space as complete
and consistent. Javed and Elmqvist (2012) surveyed the literature on composite visualization techniques and derived a design space of composite visualization: visualizations in-
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volved, the spatial composition, and the data relations between items in the individual visualizations. Existing composite visualizations can also be classified using the design space.
The proposed framework aids in the design of new visual representations. Gleicher et al.
(2011) proposed a taxonomy of mapping the design space of comparative visualizations in
three primary categories: juxtaposition, superposition, and explicit representation. The authors stated that each approach has its tradeoffs and relevant questions. Researchers will
be able to develop successful design patterns by investigating the basic forms of visual
comparison.

2.2

Cognitive Processing of Visualization

Visualizations turn raw data into information and enable researchers to gain insight from
the data. Understanding how viewers interpret different types of visual information contributes to the creation of effective and intuitive visualizations. This section introduces the
cognitive processing of visualizations from the angles of pre-attentive processing, visual
working memory, cognitive load, and sensemaking.
2.2.1

Vision’s Constructive Power

Gardner (1983) advocated for a multiple intelligence theory in 1983 that has drawn the
attention of researchers due to its premise that each individual difference’s intelligence is
composed of multiple intelligences. The intelligences are independent and have their own
operating systems within the brain. People with higher visual and spatial intelligences respond better to visual cues by storing, manipulating, and recreating visual information. The
constructive power of human vision has drawn the attention of researchers for many years.
This section reviews the work of Hoffman, Gombrich, and Arnheim in the domain of visual
intelligence, and discusses how they inform, impact, and relate the creation and viewer
interpretation of spatiotemporal visualizations.
2.2.1.1 Hoffman and Vision’s Constructive Power
Hoffman (2000) attempted to explain the complex mental construction process of all
sighted individuals. In Visual Intelligence (Hoffman, 2000), he introduced sets of universal
and specialized rules that govern our perception of line, color, form, depth, and motion.
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Hoffman’s rule of generic views and 10 rules of visual intelligence clearly explain how
individuals interpret and construct visual objects. These rules indicate how our mind organizes data and turn data into knowledge. They can be widely applied to visualization
design. People have countless interpretations of what they see, but humans prefer to perceive things quickly and efficiently. The generic views rule is that designers should construct a stable view and a constant image. If an object has more salient-part boundaries,
humans will see it as a figure because it is more efficient for our perception to process
clearer evidence and a stronger boundary. Havre, Hetzler, and Nowell (2000) were inspired
by the perceptual processes of identifying curves and silhouettes, recognizing parts, and
grouping them together into objects. They created a novel visualization tool called
ThemeRiver that employs the river metaphor to depict thematic variations over time. Temporal thematic changes can be easily recognized because the system uses smooth and continuous curves to bound a theme and distinct colors to differentiate themes.

Moreover, Hoffman (2000) found that if two visual structures have a non-accidental relation, a designer should group and assign them to a common origin. He also stated that if
three or more curves intersected at a common point in an image, they should be interpreted
as intersecting at a common point in space. These rules can guide the design of movement
data through grouping and stack trajectories based on time proximity and visual similarity.
Crnovrsanin, Muelder, Correa, and Ma (2009) plotted trace as distance to the explosion (yaxis) vs. time (x-axis). By applying proximity, audiences can easily depict the entire event
a glance and identify different patterns, such as spatial concentration, co-incidence, trends,
and divergence. In order to make a powerful design and compelling product, visualization
researchers need to integrate these rules and construct what human begins desire to see
with little effort.
2.2.1.2 Gombrich and Constructivist Perception
Gombrich (1977) proposed in Art and Illusion that visual perception is always functioning
as a projection of prior experience and imagination, or the so-called constructive. As a
constructivist, Gombrich pointed out that artists manipulate the inherited pictorial sche-
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mata to directly observe the world, and in turn correct the schemata based on their interaction experience. Gombrich (1977) also pointed out that the ability to recognize objects was
the result of perceptual tuning and selection attention. He differentiated looking from
seeking, and stated that viewers experience four-step processes of image engagement while
looking at images. The four steps include attention (focus), interest (cognitive awareness
of the focus), involvement (meaning attached to the awareness), and attitude (feeling resulting from the meaning) (Gombrich, 1977). The first step is to be attracted to parts of the
image. Then a viewer attaches some meaning to the parts. Thereafter, viewers will normally generate some feeling or attitude towards the image. At this point, looking changes
into seeing with a statement of the image. The attitudes, in turn, affect the way viewers
perceive the image. The engagement process clearly presents how viewers interact with
pictures, and therefore enlightens the visualization design.
Shneiderman (1996) was inspired by Gombrich’s schemata and proposed a famous visual
information-seeking mantra: Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand. The
mantra has served as a golden rule in visual analytics because it takes human perceptual
abilities in current design into consideration. It is very easy for audiences to scan, recognize,
and recall images rapidly. Audiences detect changes in size, color, shape, movement, or
texture. It is intuitive for audiences to perform tasks like dragging one object to another.
Almost all successful visualization design supports the overview, zoom and filter, then
details-on-demand.
2.2.1.3 Arnheim and Gestalt Principles
Arnheim (1969) defined picture perception as the composition of circles, lines, squares,
and other forms of graphs into shapes and patterns. The innate laws of the structure are
called Gestalt theory. In Art and Visual Perception: A Psychology of the Creative Eye
(Arnheim, 1974), Arnheim detailed picture-making based on balance, shape, form, growth,
space, light, color, movement, dynamic, and expression. Gestalt laws, such as figure/ground, simplicity, completeness, good continuation, and the like were named as fundamental to human perception and visual design.
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Visual balance is an innate concept as well as a key principle with which designers convey
messages (Pornstein & Krinsky, 1985). Learning visual balance enables designers to create
visualizations that “look visually right” (Carpenter & Graham, 1971) with respect to color
and layout. Arnheim (1974) illustrated the balance concept with a structural net that determined balance. He described that every visual work had nine hotspots and visual elements
on the main axes or at the centers that should be in visual balance. Weight and direction
led to visual balance. More specifically, the characteristics of visual objects, such as location, size, color, shape, and subject matter influenced visual balance. In spatiotemporal
visualization, it is not an easy task to arrange map elements—legends, scales, borders, areas,
place names, and glyphs—into an aesthetically-pleasing design. Dent (1996) employed the
structural net as a guide for thematic map creation. The research effectively used all spaces
and retained a harmonious balance among visual elements.

Arnheim proposed that visual thinking occurred primarily through abstract imagery (Arnheim, 1969). Arnheim stressed the importance of reasoning with shapes and identified the
nature of abstraction in visual representation. Designers always use visual abstraction to
clean up the display and impress observers. When using visual abstraction in information
visualization, researchers should keep in mind that the meaning of the raw data sets should
be preserved true to their original form. Numerous visual abstraction approaches have
emerged in the visualization field. Agrawala and Stolte (2001) presented route maps to
depict a path from one location to another. Through specific generalization techniques involving distortion and abstraction, route maps were able to present trajectory in a clear,
concise, and convenient form. Lamping, Rao, and Pirolli (1995) created a novel, hyperbolic
geometry approach to visualize large hierarchies. Interaction techniques, such as manipulating focus, using pointer clicks, and interactive dragging, emphasized important actions
that viewers tend to focus at the expense of distorting less important information. Humphrey and Adams (2009) employed the General Visualization Abstraction (GVA) algorithm
in providing a novel technique for information abstraction, such as selection and grouping.
This approach facilitated abstraction by identifying the most relevant information items
after assigning an importance value to each item. GVA could be applied to geographic
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map-based interfaces to support incident management and decision making. Visual abstraction helps to transfer the meaning of the original data into a slightly different but
clearer form. Additionally, visual abstraction also supports the cluttered graphical representation of numerous big data sets by replacing the data with new visual elements corresponding to higher levels of abstraction (Novotny, 2004).
2.2.2

Preattentive Processing

Human brains can rapidly and automatically direct attention to information that has the
highest salience as well as suppress irrelevant information based on simple computations
of an image (Healey & Enns, 2012). This is often called pre-attentive processing, and provides the informational basis of attentional selection (Logan, 1992). Detection precedes
conscious attention. Selection cannot occur until the ensemble coding and feature hierarchy
of pre-attentive process is complete.

Many research efforts have tried to address the following central question: which properties
of visualizations rapidly attract people? Selective attention usually binds features, such as
color, shape, location, and texture, into a perceptual object representation (Wheeler &
Treisman, 2002). Ware (2012) identified visual properties that are pre-attentively processed in visualization. These are also referred to as pre-attentive attributes that can be
perceived in less than 10 milliseconds without conscious effort, and require 200-250 milliseconds for large, multi-element displays. These attributes are grouped into four categories: color (hue and intensity), form (line orientation, line length, line width, line collinearity, size, curvature, spatial grouping, blur, added marks, and numerosity), motion (flicker
and direction of motion), and spatial position (2D position, stereoscopic depth, and convex/concave shape based on shading) (Ware, 2012). The result, which makes symbols pop
out, can be applied to information visualization design.

Five notable theories explain how pre-attentive processing occurs. The feature integration
theory proposed a model of how low-level human vision is composed of a set of feature
maps that can detect features either in parallel or in serial (Treisman, 1991), and a master
map of locations that is required to combine featured activities at a common spatial location
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(Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Texton Theory focused on statistical analysis of texture patterns. A group of texture patterns consists of three categories: elongated blobs (e.g., rectangles, ellipses, line segments) with specific properties, such as hue, orientation, and width;
terminators (ends of line segments) and crossing line segments (Julesz, 1981; Julesz, 1984).
Researchers stated that only a difference in textons or in their density can be detected
(Julesz, 1981). Instead of supporting the dichotomy of serial and parallel search modes,
Quinlan and Humphreys (1987) explored two factors that may influence search time in
conjunction searches: the number of information items required to identify the target and
how easily a target can be distinguished from its distractors. Duncan and Humphreys (1989)
assumed that the search ability depends on the type of task and the display conditions.
Search time is related to two factors: T-N similarity and N-N similarity (Duncan, 1989).
T-N similarity refers to the amount of similarity between targets and nontargets that have
a positive relationship with search time and a negative relationship with search efficiency.
N-N similarity represents the amount of similarity within the nontargets themselves that
have a negative relationship with search time and a negative relationship with search efficiency. Guided search theory was proposed by Wolfe (1994). He constructed an activation
map for the visual search based on bottom-up and top-down visual information (Wolfe,
1994). Users’ attention is drawn to the highest hills in the activation map, which generates
the largest combination of bottom-up and top-down influences (Healey & Enns, 2012).
More recently, Boolean Map Theory was presented (Huang & Pashler, 2007). Researchers
divided the visual search into the two stages of selection and access, and divided the scene
into selected elements and excluded elements. This is referred to as a boolean map. Viewers
were able to generate boolean maps in two ways: by specifying a single value of a feature
or applying union and intersection onto two existing maps (Huang & Pashler, 2007).
2.2.3 Visual Working Memory
Baddeley (1992) stated that the working memory model consists of a phonological loop
that maintains verbal–linguistic information, a visuospatial sketchpad that maintains visual
and spatial information, a central executive to control and coordinate the operation of the
systems, and an episodic buffer to communicate with long term memory. Working memory
decides which activities to perform, inhibits distracting information, and stores information
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while accomplishing a complex task (Miyake & Shah, 1999). Luck and Vogel (2013) defined visual working memory as the active maintenance of visual information to serve the
needs of ongoing tasks. The last 15 years have seen a surge in research on visual working
memory that aims to understand its structure, capacity, and the individual variability present in its cognitive functions. There are three essential theoretical issues related to visual
working memory: discrete-slot versus shared-resource, visual representation, and visual
context.

Visual working memory research has largely focused on identifying the limited capacity
of the working memory system and exploring the nature of stored memory representations.
The field has recently debated whether the capacity of visual working memory is constrained by a small set of “discrete fixed-precision representations,” the discrete-slot model,
or by a pool of divisible resources in parallel, the shared-resource model (Huang, 2010;
Luck & Vogel, 2013; Zhang & Luck, 2008). Visual working memory allows people to
temporarily maintain visual information in their minds for a few seconds after its disappearance (Luck & Vogel, 1997). Some researchers proposed that working memory stores
a fixed number of high-precision representations when people are faced with a large number of items, and no information is retained about the remaining objects (Luck & Vogel,
1997; Pashler, 1988; Zhang & Luck, 2008). Luck and Vogel (1997) also stated that it is
possible to store both the color and orientation of four items in visual working memory.
Some researchers found that both the number of visual objects and visual information load
imposed capacity limits on visual working memory up to approximately four or five objects
(Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Pashler, 1988), and six spatial locations
represented allocentrically in a spatial configuration (Bor, Duncan, & Owen, 2001). Thus,
the temporary storage of visual information is more related to integrated objects rather than
individual features. This statement is also consistent with the selective attention metaphor
that visuospatial attention is like the beam of a flashlight. People are unable to split their
attention to several locations, and are, instead, always paying attention to the most important events while simultaneously filtering out all distractions.
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However, other researchers claimed that the visual working memory is able to store imprecise representations of all items, including low-resolution representations of the remaining
objects (Bays, Catalao, & Husain, 2009; Bays & Husain, 2008; Bays, Wu, & Husain, 2011;
Frick, 1988; Wilken & Ma, 2004). They thought of visual working memory as many lowresolution digital photographs, and challenged the concept of working memory by examining the distribution of recall errors across the visual scene. Based on a Bayesian decision
model, more visual objects are held in visual working memory and fewer resources are
allocated to each object. Thus, in contrast to the discrete slots model, the continuous
resource model emphasizes that the storage capacity of the visual working memory is not
limited to the number of visual objects. Recent empirical evidence on recurrent neural networks suggests that a discrete item limit is more favorable (Luck & Vogel, 2013). Although
there is still much ongoing debate regarding the models for resource allocation, there is
general agreement that visual working memory has an important object/resolution tradeoff: as more items are stored in visual working memory, less fidelity per visual item can be
maintained (Brady, Konkle, & Alvarez, 2011).

Additionally, what we see depends on where our attention is focused, and our attention is
guided by what we store in our memory. Attention and visual working memory are closely
connected. The central executive of working memory manages the direction of attention
and the supervision of information integration. Moreover, both attention and visual working memory have a limited capacity of visual features that can be detected or maintained.
Preattentive processing plays a critical role in which visual properties our eyes are drawn
to, and therefore helps people deal with visual and spatial information in working memory.
2.2.4

Cognitive Load

Cognitive load refers to “the total amount of mental activity that the working memory imposes on working memory at an instance in time” (Cooper, 1998). Cooper (1998) also
stated, “the most important factor that contributes to cognitive load is the number of elements that need to be attended to.” Sweller and his colleagues (Chandler & Sweller, 1991;
Chandler & Sweller, 1992; Sweller, Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998) identified three sources
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of cognitive load: intrinsic, extraneous, and germane. The intrinsic cognitive load is determined by the basic characteristics of the information (Sweller, 1993). The extraneous cognitive load is imposed by the designer as they organize and display information (Chandler
& Sweller, 1991; Chandler & Sweller, 1992). Designers are always striving to reduce cognitive load and help viewers grasp the underlying information more effectively and efficiently. Finally, the germane cognitive load is the roaming free capacity that uses the extraneous load to build a new, complex schema (Sweller et al., 1998).

Miller (1956) developed our understanding of working memory by using information
chunks that could be strung together. He and his followers also believed that working
memory had a capacity of between seven and ten chunks at any given time (Merriënboer
& Sweller, 2005; Miller, 1956). In terms of visual working memory, the capacity is limited
to approximately four or five visual elements (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Luck & Vogel,
1997; Pashler, 1988) and six spatial locations where conscious thought transpires (Bor et
al., 2001). Generally speaking, visual elements are schemas that can be understood as models that organize our knowledge. Different people mentally store different numbers of visual objects. Due to the nature of the material, it is almost impossible to change intrinsic
cognitive load with design. However, people can control their extraneous cognitive load
using design techniques. The level of the extraneous cognitive load may be modified based
on how designers present information to users. The germane cognitive load is more so
focused on individual self-regulation and concerns schema automation (F. Paas, Renkl, &
Sweller, 2004). Some research posited that the third resource germane cognitive load may
have a positive impact on working memory, whereas the intrinsic and extraneous cognitive
loads are considered as negative in impact (Sweller et al., 1998). One metric for the evaluation of visualization is to compare the sum of the intrinsic cognitive load and extraneous
cognitive load with the working memory capacity. If the additive effect produced by the
three resources is less than the working memory capacity, the visualization system involves
lower cognitive overload and good usability, which is more likely to be successful. On the
contrary, if the sum exceeds the user’s working memory capacity, the visualization system
has higher cognitive overload and poor usability, which is far less likely to be successful.
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Visual working memory has a limited amount of processing power and capacity. Users will
get overwhelmed and abandon a visualization task when the amount of information exceeds their visual working memory capacity. The designer must use various design strategies to keep the cognitive load imposed by a user interface to a minimum; therefore, more
visual working memory resources are available for activities. Also, cognitive load varies
by user. Examples include the involvement required for interaction. For an experienced
user, adding interaction may assist them to gain insight from the data. Such interactivity
might increase cognitive overload and make the visualization more difficult for the novice
user. By reducing extraneous cognitive load with visual analytics techniques, we can minimize the total cognitive load imposed by the visualization interface, which will increase
the portion of available working memory to attend to information.
2.2.5

Sensemaking

Sensemaking is the process through which people make trade-offs and construct new
knowledge of the world (Weick, 1995). These processes include the encoding, retention,
and retrieval of information in a temporary workspace, or working memory. Sensemaking
is constrained by the structure and capacity of working memory; the operation of the
knowledge base is constrained by its own nature and architecture (Gilhooly & Logie, 2004).
Visual analytics is defined as the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive
visual interfaces (Cook & Thomas, 2005). The field aims to support sensemaking processes
and gain insight using an interactive, visual exploration of the data set. However, due to
the limited capacity of visual working memory, it is very difficult for people to discover
and keep track of all patterns while looking at visualization graphs. Also, inconsistencies
between mental models and external representations increase the cognitive overload and
thereby further hinder sensemaking outcomes.

There are three phases and loops in the sensemaking process: information foraging, information schematization and problem-solving, and decision making and action (Ntuen, Park,
& Gwang-Myung, 2010). Information foraging is a cost and benefit assessment of maximizing the rate of gaining valuable information and minimizing the number of consumed
resources. Based on the metaphor of an animal foraging for food, information foraging
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theory helps visualization researchers discover effective ways to represent massive
amounts of data and provide effective mechanisms for navigation. Challenges include formalizing contributions, such as identifying trends or outliers of interest, posting explanatory hypotheses, and providing retrieval mechanisms. Information schematization is regarded as an information fusion tool or thinking process that uses new information to explain surprise and update prospective, predictive states of a situation. Decision making
supports situational understanding in which a stimulus is placed into a framework to understand, explain, attribute, extrapolate, and predict a process that leads to situational understanding. Sensemaking deals with seeking, collating, and interpreting information to
support decision making (Ntuen et al., 2010). Information content is held in active working
memory. Sensemaking can be applied to information visualization with the intent to reduce
complexity and simplify the volume of data collected in order to create understanding.
Visualization can serve to amplify or weaken cognitive ability.

2.3

Scalable Techniques to Visualize Spatiotemporal Data

Considerable research has attempted to produce highly scalable visualizations. Cook and
Thomas (2005) listed five major scale issues in visual analytics: information scalability,
visual scalability, display scalability, human scalability, and software scalability. This section will be followed by a survey of spatiotemporal visualization and a detailed presentation of recent research on the scalability of spatiotemporal visualization.
2.3.1

Spatiotemporal Visualization

Ubiquitous and rich spatiotemporal data is everywhere. The embedded GPS in mobile
phones or other devices produces locations, timestamps, trajectories, and even the social
behaviors of users. This emerging spatiotemporal data field has gained the attention of
researchers and brought new challenges and opportunities to domain experts to present
events that occurred at specific points over time. Researchers have created numerous applications to visualize spatiotemporal data as efficiently and effectively as possible.

Geospatial data refer to the locations or attributes of objects. Maps help visualize geospatial
patterns and gain a better insight on geospatial relationships and trends (Kraak & Ormeling,
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2003; Li & Kraak, 2012). Kraak and Ormeling (2003) listed six types of questions that can
be answered by geospatial visualization: locations, trends, optimal paths, patterns, and
models. By using color and shading to show different slicing values, the choropleth map
(Nöllenburg, 2007) is the most common way to represent spatial variation. Cartograms
distort areas of geographic regions based on some variable of interest, such as population
of income (Nusrat & Kobourov, 2015). By adding proportional symbols, points, circles,
histograms or pie charts to a map, researchers convey spatial information to the user.

All geospatial data are spatial changes over time (Kraak & Ormeling, 2003). There is a
growing interest in visualizing temporal data. Time can be ordinal (before and after), interval (clock time), discrete (milliseconds), or continuous (computer network running time)
based on different scales; people can perceive time as linear (years) or cyclic (spring, summer, winter, fall) corresponding to the organization of time. Time primitives divide time
into instant (single point of time), interval (time domain from the beginning to the end),
and span (an unanchored amount of time) (Aigner et al., 2011). No matter what kind of
temporal primitive is used, the goal of temporal visualization is to compare data at different
points and observe the changes over time (Shrestha, 2014).

A wide class of temporal visualization can be derived from scatterplots (Cleveland, 1985),
stacked bars (Hao, Dayal, Keim, & Schreck, 2005), parallel line charts (Aigner et al., 2011),
and space-time cubes (Bach, Dragicevic, Archambault, Hurter, & Carpendale, 2014). Recently, studies have focused on supporting the exploration of multidimensional and temporal data. Time curves have folded timeline visualization into itself to reveal patterns in
multidimensional temporal datasets (Bach et al., 2016). TimeSpan has incorporated a variety of factors—stacked bar graphs, line charts, histograms, and matrices—to create an
interactive, hybrid view of the temporal and multi-typed data of stroke patients (Loorak,
Perin, Kamal, Hill, & Carpendale, 2016). Jäckle, Fischer, Schreck, & Keim (2016) proposed the Temporal Multidimensional Scaling (TMDS) of temporal, one-dimensional
MDS plots to identify patterns in multivariate data over time.
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Although these techniques support spatiotemporal visualization from multiple perspectives,
there are inherent limitations in most of the systems: the scalability and the legibility of
visualizations. The representations may work for a few data points, but appear messy with
sizable data sets. Therefore, it becomes very difficult to reveal salient patterns with visualizations and restricts the analysis to smaller data sets. More work is necessary to understand
the scalability of visualization.
2.3.2

Information Scalability

Cook and Thomas (2005) defined information scalability as the capacity to extract relevant
information from massive data streams, handle dynamic change, and scale to the target
audience. Numerous researchers have focused on improving information scalability. The
following sections summarize these approaches in more detail.
2.3.2.1 Information Extraction
One information scalability task is to filter the data to display only the most relevant data
(Robertson, Ebert, Eick, Keim, & Joy, 2009). Many visualizations have attempted to map
each item in the dataset on the screen, which leads to visual occlusion and cluttering when
massive amounts of information are being used (Liu, Jiang, & Heer, 2013).

An alternative method is to reduce massive data into small, meaningful data chunks. Information scalability requires the representation of data at multiple levels of abstraction and
scale. Data abstraction reduces the number of items on display in the data space. It attempts
to hide details without losing the essential meaning of the entire data set. Standard data
abstraction techniques include highly scalable data-projection and dimension reduction.

Dimension reduction strategies include principal component analysis, factor analysis, multidimensional scaling, subsetting, segmentation, and aggregation. Traced back to Person
(Pearson, 1901) principal component analysis aims to extract important information from
the data and explain the main variations with a minimal set of principal components (Abdi
& Williams, 2010). Multidimensional scaling is closely related to PCA and measures the
dissimilarity between each data item in a multi-dimensional space (Cox & Cox, 2008).
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Factor analysis determines a set of common factors that cannot be observed, counted, or
measured directly, but can explain the main variations in the data (Reyment & Joreskog,
1996). PCA captures the maximum variability and models the covariance structure of the
data, whereas factor analysis models the correlation structure. PCA uses linear mapping to
extract the new features from the original features (Dunteman, 1989). Nonlinear methods,
such as ISOMAP (Tenenbaum, de Silva, & Langford, 2000) and Sammon’s mapping (Sammon, 1969), extract features with non-linear mapping. Filtering and sampling are two common approaches to subsetting that use a subset of data items to represent an entire set of
data items. Subsetting requires prior knowledge and pre-processing to select the specific
dimensions of interest (Liu et al., 2013). Binned aggregation is another data reduction strategy that counts the number of data points and drops each into a predefined bin (Q. Fu et
al., 2014).

It is also necessary to apply data abstraction to massive spatiotemporal data sets. Object
trajectories are very hard to visualize due to their numerous intersections and overlaps.
Andrienko and Andrienko (2010) summarized the existing approaches to aggregating
movement data into a framework from both situation-oriented and trajectory-oriented
views. Adrienko and Adrienko (2011) also provided a method for space partitioning based
on the spatial grouping of significant points extracted from the trajectories. The spatial
generalization and aggregation of movement data transformed trajectories into aggregate
flows between appropriate areas and conveyed the essential characteristics of the movement. Parent et al. (2013) proposed that semantically rich trajectories, rather than raw
movement, should be the core object of interest in mobility studies. Different data abstraction techniques—clustering, classification, trajectory segmentation, and aggregation—
need to be combined to extract the behavioral patterns of the moving objects. One study
(Buono, Aris, Plaisant, Khella, & Shneiderman, 2005a) used interactive visualization techniques to query time series data and narrow the result set. Computational methods from
statistics, such as exponential smoothing, distributed lags analysis, and spectrum analysis,
can also be applied to time series analysis (Hamilton, 1994).
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Spatiotemporal data abstraction has also been a hot research topic. The corresponding
literature has focused on the aggregation of event and movement data and the extraction of
spatial events from trajectories and meaningful stops. As a new subfield of data abstraction,
spatiotemporal clustering has gained high popularity in spatiotemporal visualization and
posed new challenges based on the different types and large amounts of available data
(Kisilevich, Mansmann, Nanni, & Rinzivillo, 2009). Kisilevich et al. (2009) presented classifications for spatiotemporal data types: spatiotemporal events, geo-referenced variables,
moving objects, and trajectories. Kisilevich et al. (2009) also surveyed different clustering
methods for trajectory data: descriptive and generative model-based clustering, distancebased clustering, the density-based DBSCAN family, visual-aided approaches, microclustering, flicks and convoy, important places, and patterns. However, issues remain with
the data clustering process. Researchers must consider spatial resolution, time granularity,
and data semantics. It is crucial to select the proper spatial and temporal resolution in spatiotemporal clustering. The guidelines for this selection, though, are still not very clear.
Data semantics can be regarded as extracting meaningful locations and phenomena from
data. Literature has identified the importance of relevant context for the analysis. Janowicz,
Scheider, Pehle, and Hart (2012) surveyed the research field of geospatial semantics, highlighted major research directions, and acknowledged future challenges. Yan, Chakraborty,
Parent, Spaccapietra, and Aberer (2013) proposed a semantic model and computation and
annotation platform that transforms raw mobility data into semantic trajectories. Researchers have indicated that new approaches are required to overcome computational and compression challenges (Vatsavai et al., 2012). The need to efficiently model spatial and temporal constraints remains despite this progress. Spatiotemporal data abstraction must integrate an advanced computing infrastructure, such as in situ analysis or cloud and grid computing.
2.3.2.2 Handle Dynamic Change
Information scalability involves a wide range of dynamic change. Static models must be
redefined for these new data characteristics. Data are made available through unlimited
streams and may evolve over time. Data are regarded as spatially and time situated, rather
than independent and identically distributed (Gama, 2010). In this dynamic environment,
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stream data clustering analysis is very difficult and challenging compared with traditional
clustering techniques. Chen and Tu (2007) summarized the two key issues in stream data
clustering. One is that the stream data can only be examined in one pass; the other was that
it is inadequate to view a data stream as a long vector. Earlier algorithms still viewed data
stream clustering as static data clustering, which was blind to the evolving behaviors of
clusters (Guha, Meyerson, Mishra, Motwani, & O’Callaghan, 2003). Aggarwal, Han,
Wang, and Yu (2003) proposed a new approach to dividing the clustering process into an
online component that stored detailed summary statistics and an offline component that
used the data summary to generate clusters. The CluStream system was proposed on the
basis of the two-phase scheme (Aggarwal et al., 2003). HPStream (Aggarwal et al., 2003),
parallel data streams (Beringer & Hüllermeier, 2006), and distributed data streams (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2006) were also presented to approach high-dimensionality data streaming. The key to the technique is the online microclusters that can be extracted over the
specified time period.

Hoeffding bound-based techniques are fundamental to the vast fast machine learning
(VFML) technique (Hulten, Spencer, & Domingos, 2001). The extension of the methods
includes VFKM and VFDT. VFKM is a faster version of K-means clustering and uses the
Hoeffding bound to determine the number of examples needed in each step of the k-means
algorithm (Domingos & Hulten, 2001). Hulten et al. (2001) also proposed VFDT, a decision-tree learning system based on Hoeffding trees. Symbolic ApproXimation (SAX) is
widely used in time series representation (Lin, Keogh, Lonardi, & Chiu, 2003). The discrete nature of SAX allows analysts to tackle emerging tasks, such as anomaly detection
and motif discovery. Additionally, granularity-based techniques change resource consumption patterns over a period of time to cope with the available resources (Gaber, 2009; Phung,
Gaber, & Rohm, 2007).

Handling dynamic change is crucial to time series analysis information scalability. Time
series data has two basic patterns: trend and seasonality (Gama, 2010). The common approach is the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) methodology (Box &
Jenkins, 2008). The model examines the relationships of variables over time and helps to
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understand the events and predict future points in the series. More recent research has focused on mining multivariate time series data. Minnen, Isbell, Essa, and Starner (2007)
proposed an algorithm to locate regions of high density in all time-series subsequences in
order to discover multivariate motifs. Wang and Willett (2004) presented a computationally efficient solution to solve the joint segmentation and classification of a time series.
Other work investigated the design of system architecture. Miller, Keleher, and Tripathi
(1998) developed a new I/O system to perform data streaming in real time. Lian, Chen, and
Yu (2008) proposed the pattern-matching problem over a high-dimensional cloaked series.
The researchers indexed the cloaked time series and proposed an efficient approach to
answering the cloaked range query.

Representing streaming time series for dimensionality reduction and online query is another focus in the visualization analytics field (Fu, 2011). When there is an incoming
stream of data, the system must retrieve the data from the database. It is very important to
analyze the correlation among the data. Ogras and Ferhatosmanoglu (2006) proposed a
framework to reduce the dimensions of dynamic and large-scale time series data online.
Plant, Wohlschlager, and Zherdin (2009) introduced interaction K-means (IKM) for multivariate time series clustering. This novel approach was scalable and robust against noise.

Based on this literature review, existing research on how to handle dynamic change of
information scalability is still inadequate. The rate of change of information makes it even
more difficult to solve the scalability problem. The high dimensionality of time series data
creates even more difficulties for applying existing scalability techniques to information
extraction and analysis (Fu, 2011). New principles and algorithms are required to discover
knowledge from data streams. A growing interest in developing an intelligent, predictive,
and advisory framework should take into account the computational and communication
problems inherent to these dynamic environments.
2.3.3

Visual Scalability

Visual scalability is the capability of visualization representation and visualization tools to
effectively display massive datasets, in terms of either the number or the dimension of the
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individual data element (Eick & Karr, 2002b). According to Cook and Thomas (2005),
factors affecting visual scalability include the quality of visual displays, the visual metaphors used in the display, the techniques used to interact with the visual representations,
and the perception capabilities of the human cognitive system. A screen contains millions
of pixels. Researchers cannot use all of the pixels to display data elements because it is
impossible for the audience to perceive them. Thus, the number of perceivable pixels and
data elements that can be displayed is limited. Robertson et al. (2009) proposed that the
fundamental problem of visual scalability was how to visually represent a very large number of data elements in a much smaller number of visual display elements to optimize user
task performance. Visual scalability aims to handle huge amounts of data and display this
large-scale relationship using an overview.
2.3.3.1 Tree-Structured Data
Many tree representations have been developed in recent years. Shneiderman (2008) listed
four basic visualization approaches to representing tree-structured data: node-like diagrams,
treemaps, hyperbolic trees (Lamping et al., 1995), and nested-indented text. The classic
node-link diagrams are very popular due to their display of the nested structure. With a
new nearly-linear algorithm for computing the best corresponding node from one tree to
another, TreeJuxtaposer was able to visualize and compare trees of over 100,000 nodes
each, and browse single trees of half a million nodes in size (Munzner, Guimbretière,
Tasiran, Zhang, & Zhou, 2003). Beermann, Munzner, and Humphreys (2005) extended the
accordion drawing from Munzner et al. (2003) and created the TJC and TJC-Q system,
which supports datasets of 15 million nodes. Schulz, Hadlak, and Schumann (2009) proposed a novel approach called point-based visualization. It arranged the nodes in a spacefilling way and displayed more than 7 million nodes and more than 5 million leaves. However, these representations left significant background space empty and thereby were not
space-efficient (von Landesberger et al., 2011). The most prominent example of utilizing
the available screen space is the treemap, which is able to handle millions of hierarchical
nodes in a single display. Its main disadvantage is that the overlapping of the parent nodes
may result in a readability issue, and thus it is hard to compare changes in hierarchical data
using a treemap. The Spiral Treemap uses spirals as the visual pattern on which to place
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treemap items (Tu & Shen, 2007). Therefore, this technique effectively visualizes the difference and contrast between two treemap snapshots. Voronoi Treemaps support stable
zooming, dynamic data values, and offer good aspect ratios so that users quickly notice
color and size differences in large amounts of dynamic data (Sud, Fisher, & Lee, 2010). In
order to better distinguish hierarchical structure and improve readability, Zhao, McGuffin,
and Chignell (2005) proposed hybrid approaches to combine node-like diagrams with
treemaps. The use of elastic hierarchies integrated the space-efficiency of the treemap and
the structural clarity of node-link diagrams. The Treemap displayed the hierarchy structure
and the rest was displayed as node-link diagrams that displayed the depth of a tree. The
drawback of the representation was that users may not be very familiar with the hybrids,
making it hard to perceive a large hierarchy.
2.3.3.2 Network Data
The common strategies to visualize network data are node-link diagrams with many layout
strategies and adjacency matrices (Abello, van Ham, & Krishnan, 2006; Elmqvist, Do,
Goodell, Henry, & Fekete, 2008; Shneiderman, 2008). Lee, Plaisant, Parr, Fekete, and
Henry (2006) evaluated the effectiveness of node-link and adjacency matrix graphs and
stated that graph characteristics such as the size of graph and density had a great effect on
readability. ASK-GraphView used a scalable architecture and increasingly sophisticated
clustering algorithms to visualize large graphs of up to 200,000 nodes (Abello et al., 2006).
ZAME (Zoomable Adjacency Matrix Explorer) effectively visualized networks of about
500,000 nodes and 6,000,000 links (Elmqvist et al., 2008). SocialAction was able to handle
150,000 nodes and enabled users to rank nodes using ordered lists and visually-coded nodelink diagrams (Shneiderman, 2008). However, scaling to a billion nodes still presents a
challenge. Advanced algorithms such as ScaleGraph (Dayarathna, Houngkaew, Ogata, &
Suzumura, 2012) and HADOOP (Kang, Meeder, & Faloutsos, 2011) have excellent scalability for the large-scale graph. Design scalable algorithms and visual graphs that help people explore large graphs of billions of nodes have yet to be developed.
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2.3.3.3 Spatiotemporal Data
The majority of visualization methods, such as 2D geographic maps, timelines, or radial
visualization, are widely used to visualize space and time. Recently, researchers have explored innovative ways of displaying large-scale spatiotemporal data. These approaches
can be classified as geometric projections, pixel-oriented views, and hierarchical presentations.
2.3.3.3.1 Geometric Projections
Geometric projections intend to identify informative projections and transformations of
multidimensional datasets (Keim & Kriegel, 1996). Analysts can map the attributes to a
Cartesian plan of scatterplot or an arbitrary space of parallel coordinates. A scatterplot is
mainly used for bivariate discrete data and displays the correlation between two attributes
along the x-y axes of the Cartesian coordinates. It is intuitive and easy for users to understand. However, a high number of data points overlap in scatter plots. Keim, Hao, Dayal,
Janetzko, and Bak (2010) proposed variable binned scatter plots to provide the visualization of large amounts of data points without overlapping. Tominski, Schumann, Andrienko,
and Andrienko (2012) introduced a novel stacking-based technique to facilitate insights on
trajectory attribute data. With a combination of a 2D map and stacked 3D trajectory bands,
the approach was able to display more than 10 billion position records and 14 thousand
trajectories in total.

Parallel coordinates are a well-known technique to represent data attributes with parallel
vertical axes. This technique is effective to reveal the multivariate relationships of highdimensional geometry. The disadvantages of parallel coordinates are related to the limited
space for each axis and the visual clutter that arises from the high dimensionality of the
data. In order to mitigate the clutter issue, recent research efforts have proposed densitybased approaches to visualize the data points. Novotny and Hauser (2006) used data
binding to detect outliers and generated the contexts of parallel coordinates. The system
was able to handle datasets of up to 3 million records or 50 dimensions. Blaas, Botha, and
Post (2008) created an interactive tool for exploring large volumetric data using parallel
coordinates, linked views, and interactive brushing selection with three large time-varying
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data sets. The system was able to display 1.3 million points with 6 attributes over 600
timesteps as well as 25 million points with 10 attributes over 48 timesteps. The system also
enabled navigation through timesteps at 8 to 9 frames per second, loaded a full timestep to
updated linked views and selections at between 0.1 and 5 seconds, and interacted with
linked volume and slice views at 30 frames per second.
2.3.3.3.2 Pixel-oriented Visualization
The early approaches of pixel-oriented visualization include high information density displays like Eick’s SeeSoft, that allows users to analyze up to 50,000 lines of code simultaneously by mapping each line of code into a thin row to locate interesting patterns (Eick,
Steffen, & Sumner, 1992). Researchers have proposed a number of additional approaches
to address high data density. Scheepens, Willems, Wetering, and Wijk (2011) presented an
interactive approach to visualize trajectories with multiple attributes using density maps.
Density maps can be used to display more than 3 million data points with a density field of
1250 * 1020 cells on a screen of 900 * 900 pixels.

Pixel-oriented visualization represents as many data records as possible on the screen by
mapping each value to a colored pixel and arranging the data values based on the inherent
ordering of data objects within a separate subwindow (Keim, 1996). Keim (1996) also proposed that the techniques can be divided into query-dependent vs query-independent and
partitioned vs categories according to different data mining processes. The screen-filling
curve and recursive pattern techniques were suitable for the class of query-independent
techniques, while the snake-spiral and snake-axes techniques were used for the class of
query-dependent techniques (Keim, 1996). Besides recursive patterns (Keim, Ankerst, &
Kriegel, 1995) and circle segments (Ankerst, Keim, & Kriegel, 1996), time-series bitmaps
(Kumar et al., 2005) also extracted features from a time series of arbitrary length and colored a bitmap based on the relative feature frequency. However, these techniques cannot
display a large volume of data on a limited screen size without overlapping.

Some researchers used distortion to avoid scatter plot overlap. Spatial displacement techniques, like displacing the point or line in some way to adjust the position of each data
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value, reduce occlusion. Topological distortion usually stretches, glues, and tears the background (Keim et al., 2010). Büring, Gerken, and Reiterer (2006) implemented two different
topological distortion approaches to present the large-scale scatterplot. One was a geometric-semantic zoom that provided a smooth transition between the overview and detail; the
other one was a fisheye distortion that displayed the focus and context regions of the scatter
plot in a single view. Researchers have classified jitter, position distortion, and space padding as point or line displacement under a structure-driven placement (Ellis & Dix, 2007).
Keim et al. (2002) proposed cartograms using pixel-based distortion to visualize geography-related information. Many researchers have attempted to plot as many data items as
possible into the available screen space without occlusion. However, most of these techniques failed to maintain spatial information given the inherent scalability limitations (Fu,
2011).
2.3.3.3.3 Hierarchical Presentations
Hierarchical presentations include treemaps, dimensional stacking, star glyphs, and textures. These hierarchical techniques subdivided the k-dimensional space and presented the
subspaces in a hierarchical fashion (Keim & Kriegel, 1996). The dimensional stacking
technique is widely used for the visualization of multiple time series data. ThemeRiver was
a novel visualization method that represents thematic variations over time. The layers were
stacked in a symmetrical shape along the x-axis (Havre et al., 2000). NameVoyager used a
set of interactive and color-coded, stacked graphs to visualize hierarchical time series. It
enabled users to explore a set of 6,000-time series (Wattenberg & Kriss, 2006).
Wongsuphasawat et al. (2011) used colored triangles on a horizontal timeline to analyze
large numbers of event sequences. LifeFlow can display more than 2 million incidents to
support users’ exploration. However, stacked graphs may mislead audiences because the
boundaries of each layer lie in the continuously curving lines. The varied baseline of the
layout will also make the overall graph much harder to read.

Another notable advance is ATLAS, by Chan, Xiao, Gerth, & Hanrahan (2008). ATLAS
is a visualization tool for temporal data that addresses these issues using a combination of
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high-performance database technology, predictive caching, and sophisticated detail management. The system enables interactive access to a network traffic data set of more than
one billion records. However, the system can only support limited visual analytic tasks.
Predicting the pattern of interest and the algorithm’s reliance on user action inertia is still
difficult. Another innovative technique is GreenGrid, proposed by Wong et al. (2009) to
visualize the power grid physics of the North American Electricity Infrastructure. Using a
weighted graph to analyze the transmission of electric power, the approach is simple and
powerful enough to handle about 50,000 electrical buses and an enormous number (1040 )
of scenarios. The limitation of the system is that it can only visualize the output of steady
state simulations rather than dynamic simulation input. Future development is needed to
support more complex visualizations relevant to operations and planning engineers.
2.3.4

Display Scalability

According to Cook and Thomas (2005), most visualization systems only fit a common
desktop display (1280 * 1024 pixels). It is important to develop techniques that scale to
various displays, such as wall-sized, PDA-sized, or a phone-sized. Cook and Thomas (2005)
stated that the major challenge was to develop interaction techniques that were displayscale independent.

Some researchers have investigated the relationship between display size and the usability
of visualizations. Rønne Jakobsen and Hornbæk (2011) designed a controlled experiment
that compared three classic interactive visualization techniques: focus + context, overview
+ detail, and zooming with varying display size (13.8, 1.5, and 0.17 megapixels, respectively). All interfaces allowed users to navigate the maps. The results showed that classic
interactive visualization techniques cannot benefit from being scaled to a large display for
multi-scale navigation. Overview + detail works best across different display sizes, while
focus + context is more difficult to use in a small display size.

FacetMap, a display-scale independent design, used a space-filling metaphor to allow users
to browse and search for facet values (G. Smith, Czerwinski, Meyers, Robertson, & Tan,
2006). FacetMap was able to work on any size display, and adapted its information layout
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to reveal more information on larger displays. The queries that FacetMap generated can be
efficiently satisfied by the database’s indexes without needing to scan the source tables.
However, because displaying information on a phone-sized screen required too many effective interactions, the FacetMap transition to small displays requires additional development. FaThumb was designed as a search solution for devices with limited input and display capabilities, especially keypad-based mobile devices (Karlson, Robertson, Robbins,
Czerwinski, & Smith, 2006). The tool was optimized for the small display. Its unique navigation and presentation techniques accommodate the constrained input and output capabilities of small devices. Robertson et al. (2009) stated that display scale-independence
reduced the need for retraining or relearning multiple systems for different sized displays.
Studying the effectiveness of systems for very small displays was perhaps more important
than display scale independence.

Many existing techniques are limited to exploring large data items using mobile and
handheld computers, such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) or sub-notebooks. Largeinterface applications cannot be displayed on small screens. One solution to solve the problem is that researchers design another version of the application. This requires that users
are familiar with a second GUI and new interaction techniques. Many researchers tended
to adopt a second approach for the small screen as a window onto a larger virtual space
that was the size of a desktop display (Gutwin & Fedak, 2004). A recent technique by
Büring, Gerken, and Reiterer (2006b) presented a scatterplot visualization system for tablets. It was able to handle many thousands of items. The application’s scalability was
achieved by incorporating two alternative interaction techniques: a geometric-semantic
zoom that provided a smooth transition between overview and detail, and a fisheye distortion that displayed the focus and context regions of the scatter plot in a single view. Researchers suggested that users might especially value the navigation context of a fisheye
interface when using a small screen. Gutwin and Fedak (2004) compared three techniques
for using large interfaces on small screens: a panning system similar to what is in current
use, a two-level zoom system, and a fisheye view. They tested the techniques with three
realistic tasks. They found that people performed the tasks faster with the fisheye view.
The two-level zoom was significantly better for a monitoring task, and people were slowest
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with the panning system. Bederson, Clamage, Czerwinski, and Robertson (2004) developed DateLens to use a fisheye representation coupled with compact overviews to supply
the big picture in a small space. The device was designed for both desktop computers and
PDAs. Researchers found that DateLens was superior to traditional calendar designs for
more complex tasks.

Some researchers examined the scalability issues of large, high-resolution displays. Yost,
Haciahmetoglu, and North (2007a) found that displays that surpassed visual acuity required
physical navigation to feature all of the pixels. Participants performed better and more efficiently on some tasks with larger displays because of the additional data that could be
represented. This is a surprising result, since the larger displays require more complex interaction techniques, including physically moving in order to see and interact with parts of
the display. The results also suggest that visualization is not limited by visual acuity. Physical navigation and embodied interaction usually offer performance benefits to large and
high-resolution displays (Shupp, 2009). On large displays, embedded visualization approach scales the spatially relevant grouping of information (Yost & North, 2006). Since
less of the display is needed per attribute, embedded visualizations with more pixels are
ideal for displays. Yost et al. (2007a) surveyed the critical design issues and outlined some
of the challenges and future opportunities for designing visualizations for large, high-resolution displays. They summarized the key themes emerging from the physical display,
visual encodings, visualization design, and user interaction. Their 14 visualization design
guidelines aid designers who intend to create effective applications for large and highresolution displays.
2.3.5

Human Scalability

Cook and Thomas (2005) reported that human skills and abilities were fixed and did not
scale, but the number of humans involved in analytical problem-solving and response activities did scale. Researchers should develop techniques that scale from a single user to a
collaborative environment. Users may collaborate within the same team in an organization,
at different levels of an organization, or even within different organizations altogether.
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The emerging field of collaborative visualization is intrinsically interdisciplinary in nature
and incorporates well-established research fields, such as distributed computing, humancomputer interaction (HCI), and, in particular, computer-supported cooperative work
(CSCW) (Isenberg et al., 2011). Isenberg et al. (2011) defined collaborative visualization
as the shared use of computer-supported, interactive, and visual representation of data by
more than one person with the common goal of contributing to joint information-processing activities. There are two work scenarios in which collaborative visualization tools
are mostly used: web-based collaborative visualization and collaboration in spatiotemporal
visualization.

One example of web-based collaborative visualization is Many Eyes, a public social data
analysis website that allows users to upload, visualize, annotate, and discuss data sets with
a set of predefined visualization representations (Viegas, Wattenberg, van Ham, Kriss, &
McKeon, 2007). Many Eyes allows users to upload their own data and apply more than a
dozen interactive visualization techniques. Users can also discuss visualization through annotations, bookmarks, and comments posted on blogs or online discussion forums. Many
Eyes supports both on-site and off-site communication. Heer, Viégas, and Wattenberg
(2007) implemented a website called sense.us to support asynchronous collaboration
across a variety of visualization types. The site offers four basic features, including doublelinked discussions, bookmark trails, geometric annotations, and comment listings. These
features enable users to interact with visualization and facilitate asynchronous collaboration. Launched in 2006, Swivel is another web-based collaborative visualization system. A
data-driven website, Swivel also allows users to upload, manipulate, visualize, and share
data. Jonathan (2010) compared these existing collaboration tools and stated their pros and
cons. A common feature of these tools is that they leverage the knowledge of a large group
of people to effectively understand disparate data. While Swivel requires users to be registered to upload data and anyone can contribute a new plot, many Eyes require all contributors to have an account. Many Eyes is more organized and dynamic than Swivel. Many
Eyes offers different visualization types, such as tree maps, network diagrams, and many
others, which makes the tool very appealing to users. Swivel presents visualization as static
images and allows for easier sharing by copying and transferring the images. Thus, Swivel
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limits user interactions via visualizations. Java applets make it more difficult to export and
share static images in Many Eyes, which only further increases Swivel’s popularity.

Geo-collaboration is regarded as the use of a visual display (often some form of a map) by
two or more participants to frame and address a problem or to complete a task (Maceachren,
2001). Researchers also summarized four different ways in which geo-collaboration activities can take place: same time/same place (face-to-face interaction), same time/ different
place (synchronous, distributed interaction), different time/same place (asynchronous interaction) and different time/different place (asynchronous, distributed interaction)
(Maceachren, 2001; Haklay, 2010). Convertino, Ganoe, Schafer, Yost, and Carroll (2005)
investigated strategies to support knowledge sharing in distributed and synchronous collaboration on geospatial planning tasks. They proposed, justified, and assessed a multipleview approach to support a common ground in geo-collaboration within multi-role teams.
Schafer, Ganoe, and Carroll (2007) developed a geo-collaboration tool to support community-wide emergency management planning and preparedness. The software architecture
was beneficial to the design and implementation of geo-collaboration applications. Issues
such as emergency vehicle traffic routes and staging areas for command posts, managing
media, and first responder vehicles can be examined collaboratively through the software.
Geo-collaborative tasks can also support a situated learning activity to train students in
acquiring IT skills. Baloian and Zurita (2015) proposed a geo-collaborative application
including geo-referencing and microblogging messages to support the pedagogical activity.
The evaluation provides positive results for the geo-collaborative application and offers
valuable insights on the implementation of a collaborative visualization system to support
learning activities for large groups.

Collaborative visualization seeks to make data available and share its insights with a very
large and diverse set of users. Note that most of the systems tend to solve specific realworld problems and connect with their target audiences. To arrive at a more general understanding of collaborative analysis, collaborative visualization needs to engage a wider audience and focus on different levels of information accessibility through the use of shared
analytical tools.
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2.3.6

Software Scalability

The capability of software systems to interactively manipulate data sets of various sizes is
called software scalability (J. J. Thomas & Cook, 2005). This includes the generation of
new algorithms that scale to the ever-increasing generated information sets. Currently,
many network visualization tools suffer from scalability problems, particularly when such
tools are interactive and web-based (Gretarsson, Bostandjiev, O’Donovan, & Höllerer,
2009). WiGis was introduced by Gretarsson et al. (2009) to support user interactions with
large graphs in a web browser without the need for plug-ins or special-purpose runtime
systems. They found that the main scalability limitation is due to the fact that most of the
systems implement some form of a thick-client solution and subsequently need to load the
entire graph onto the client machine. WiGis circumvented these limitations by leveraging
a novel technique for storing and processing graph data on a powerful remote server. As a
result, WiGis achieved more than 10 frames per second for graphs of 10,000 nodes and
20,000 edges, with minimal requirements for memory and processing power on the client’s
machine.

In order to reduce query time, Doshi, Rundensteiner, and Ward (2003) developed a variety
of speculative, non-pure prefetching methods to support visual exploration. They introduced XmdvTool to implement catching and prefetching strategies. Through reducing the
overhead of I/O intensive database access, the XmdvTool achieved the scalability of exploratory analysis. In order to improve performance and support heterogeneous platforms,
Heer and Bostock (2010) designed declarative, domain-specific languages for constructing
interactive visualizations. The prototype was able to support a diversity of data types, multiple hardware devices, varied graphics, interaction infrastructures, and platform-specific
performance optimizations. In order to achieve fast processing, Zinsmaier, Brandes,
Deussen, and Strobelt (2012) extended Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) to node aggregation with a two-pass seed point rendering. This technique significantly reduced the geometry and scales of a large graph with millions of nodes and edges. It involved a novel
combination of edge cumulation with density-based node aggregation, and allowed
straight-line graph drawings to be rendered interactively with an adjustable level of detail.
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Commercial products such as Tableau and Sportfire delegate the processing of big data to
dedicated databases (Liu et al., 2013). Not only are the query results aggregates, but the
presented visualizations are scalable. The tools also enable users to interact with over a
million data points and achieve real-time querying and rendering on the client side. However, scaling billions of data items and generating representations in real-time still presents
a challenge. There is a lack of support for performing interactions such as brushing and
linking across high-dimensional plots, like parallel coordinates or networks, in large data
sets. To enable real-time interaction, browser-based GPGPU or parallel computing features
need to be investigated. More responsive server-side querying and dynamic multivariate
data tiles will also offer alternative approaches to the scalability problem.

2.4

Conclusion

This chapter provided an overview of the literature related to the design space of spatiotemporal visualization. It also introduced the underlying cognitive knowledge and the basic
perception theories central to the development of the ideas. Recently, more and more
researchers have focused on visualizing large spatiotemporal data sets. The third section
summarized the important scalable techniques used to visualize spatial and temporal information. The review of scalable techniques demonstrated how visualization effectively delivered information to the audience and helped researchers better understand the design
space as well as the underlying visual patterns.
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FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

This chapter outlines the methodology and framework used in this study. The purpose of
this chapter is to describe in detail the design science paradigm applied to this research. It
includes the discussion of the framework, a narrative literature review of existing techniques, the design and development of prototypes and tools, and a summative evaluation
of applications.

3.1

Design Science Research Framework

Figure 3.1 Design cycle, from Takeda, Veerkamp, Tomiyama, & Yoshikawa (1990)
©1990 American Association for Artificial Intelligence

Hevner, March, Park, and Ram (2004) stated that design science is inherently a problemsolving process. Different from the behavioral science paradigm, the design science paradigm accomplishes the goal of understanding a problem or phenomenon through creating
new and innovative artifacts (Hevner et al., 2004). This dissertation aims to use a pattern
approach to examine the design space of spatiotemporal visualization and identify a framework that can be used by designers to develop effective and innovative visualizations.
Takeda, Veerkamp, Tomiyama, and Yoshikawa (1990) proposed a general design cycle
that consisted of five subprocesses, as shown in
Figure 3.1. Following these guidelines, the framework of my research is:
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1. Awareness of problem: discover and abstract problems through personal experience and discussion with domain experts. Following a survey of current scalable
techniques in spatiotemporal visualization, this work attempts to analyze the design
space of spatiotemporal visualization and support the creation and evaluation of
novel designs.
2. Suggestion: this process aims to find a feasible candidate. The design is a research
process and requires utilizing available means and laws to construct a solution. This
dissertation uses a literature-based methodology to determine an appropriate framework to guide the effective spatiotemporal design process. The researcher collected,
compared, and reviewed existing spatiotemporal systems in practice. This stage
aims to synthesize the design, development, and findings from previous studies of
spatiotemporal visualization. The four dimensions of design space proposed by the
researcher will be regarded as the blueprint of the research.
3. Development: the deep understanding of the design space dimensions, in turn, enables the constructions of models and representations of a problem domain with
accurate visual encodings and interaction mechanisms. There are two clearly identifiable artifacts produced in this research. First, design a novel spatiotemporal visualization to display daily commute patterns and activities. Second, develop a spatiotemporal analysis system to analyze hierarchical Twitter hashtags.
4. Evaluation: the summative evaluation of the impact of the framework on spatiotemporal visualization in practice. The purpose of the summative evaluation is to
determine the quality or value of a program and make decisions about its future
improvement. The researcher evaluated the effectiveness of the two artifacts and
gather feedback from end-users or domain experts. The major objective of this stage
is to identify whether the innovative solution helps domain experts perform tasks
more effectively and efficiently with less workload (Sedlmair, Meyer, & Munzner,
2012). Usability testing and case studies were used to validate the proposed framework and evaluate the visualization practice output.
5. Conclusion: the researcher summarized the findings from the evaluation and discuss questions and issues that arose from this research. This section establishes the
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repeatability of the research project and builds the knowledge base for further research.

3.2

Literature Review of Existing Spatiotemporal Systems in Practice
3.2.1 Basic Relevant Methodology

An analysis of previous literature and systems is expected in most research fields. The
process is also called research synthesis, through which two or more published research
studies are analyzed, evaluated, and integrated based on a particular question. Like any
other type of research, research synthesis is not simply a summary of the published literature, but rather a logical type of research that leads to valid conclusions, hypothesis evaluation, and the revision and proposal of theory (Thomas, Nelson, & Silverman, 2011). It
resembles artisans constructing a building with blueprints and bricks.

Research synthesis involves eight different methodologies: meta-analysis, systematic review, literature review, meta-ethnography, secondary analysis of primary data, cross-case
comparison, grounded theory, and interpretive phenomenological analysis (Weed, 2005).
Different epistemological foundations inform these methods. Weed (2005) summarized the
basic features of the research synthesis methodologies, as shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Key characteristics of eight methods of research synthesis, from Weed (2005)
The first four methodologies featured Figure 3.2 are an aggregative approach to synthesis.
These methodologies collect two or more primary research articles for interpretation. The
findings of the previous research will inform the individual study. The bottom four methodologies of the table are a non-aggregative approach to synthesis. They utilize the primary
data sets collected by the same research team. The results will provide adequate information to guide the researchers as they generate theories or perspectives. The epistemology
embedded in meta-analysis and systematic review is objectivism. Its corresponding theoretical perspective is positivism. The method researchers typically utilize is comprehensive
sampling. A systematic review is widely used in the fields of medicine and healthcare. It
has been regarded as the logical alternative to the traditional narrative literature review
(Weed, 2005). Klassen, Jadad, and Moher (1998) defined systematic review as a review in
which there is a comprehensive search for relevant studies on a specific topic, which are
then appraised and synthesized according to a predetermined, explicit method. Systematic
review examines a clearly-formulated question through explicit and reproducible methods
to identify, select, and critically appraise relevant studies. A meta-analysis is a survey and
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statistical technique used in the systematic review process. Shahin, Liang, and Babar (2014)
systematically reviewed the literature on software architecture visualization to develop a
classification of visualization techniques. Their systematic review is based on pre-defined
selection criteria and rigorous analysis of the techniques and tools used in software architecture. Systematic review provides a well-defined process for evaluating all available evidence relevant to the research questions.

The epistemology of the literature review is constructionism. The review is informed by
interpretivism. A literature review may combine positivist elements and may be informed
by objectivism at times. Researchers usually establish what they want to carry out before
conducting the literature review. The literature review establishes the scope and need for
the research. As such, the review is reported as arguments for a particular point of view or
a tour of relevant research rather than an evaluation of particular research. Because of the
deficiencies of the traditional literature review, some researchers state that the systematic
narrative review of the literature is more appropriate for the synthesis of qualitative research (Jones, 2004). Combining a narrative inductive method of analysis with meta-interpretation, the systematic narrative review is suggested as a knowledge-generating method
that provides validity and theoretical structure. West, Borland, and Hammond (2015) investigated the use of visualization techniques between 1996 and 2013 and evaluated innovative approaches to information visualization of electronic health record data to identify
challenges and help researchers to improve visualization techniques. Their search strategy
involved search terms, databases, and hand-searching. A good search strategy is one that
is sensitive, specific, and systematic. The selection criteria of the review are specified a
priori (Khan, Kunz, Kleijnen, & Antes, 2003). Moreover, the specific reasons for inclusion
and exclusion of review papers should be recorded.

Among all aggregative methods, meta-ethnography is the most interpretive. Meta-ethnography is informed by the constructionist epistemology and the theoretical perspective that
lies behind meta-ethnography is symbolic interactionism. Meta-ethnography focuses on
analyzing the interpretation process of data rather than the idea of meaning in context. It
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only uses a very small number of studies, ranging from 2 to 5. The core of meta-ethnography is reciprocal translation, which is regarded as the interpretation of studies translated
into one another (Noblit & Hare, 1988). Britten et al. (2002) utilized meta-ethnography in
the synthesis of qualitative research in medicine. The researchers arbitrarily chose four
papers on the lay meanings of medicine and followed Noblit and Hare's seven-step process
to conduct their meta-ethnography (Noblit & Hare, 1988).

The methods mentioned above are an aggregative synthesis of previous research. Researchers other than the investigators who originally directed the research conduct the synthesis
(Weed, 2005). Non-aggregative methods, on the other hand, not only synthesize the data
but also collect the data for the purpose of comparison. Interpretative phenomenological
analysis (IPA) and grounded theory are interpretive methodologies. The epistemology that
informs the theoretical perspective is constructionism and the theoretical perspective is
symbolic interactionism. Glaser and Strauss (1999) first introduced the grounded theory
approach and defined it as an approach for developing theory that is grounded in data that
is systematically gathered and analyzed. Theoretical sampling and constant comparison are
two common methods used in grounded theory. The constant comparison method involves
an iterative approach to data collection and analysis. The process usually begins with a
mini-synthesis that comes from an initial sample of observations and discussions. The researchers can begin to develop a theory based on the first round of data analysis. If more
data is needed, then more is sampled until reaching a data saturation point. This sampling
process is also called theoretical sampling. Faisal, Cairns, and Blandford (2006) conducted
a grounded theory study to understand the problem of learning about a new literature domain from a user’s perspective and proposed general design guidelines. The authors conducted eight interviews with researchers from psychology and HCI. The questions that
emerged from the interview conversations were analyzed using the grounded theory methodology. The inductive theory development process identified categories and concepts
through open, axial coding. Then the research team determined the main theme through
selective coding.
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Interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA), proposed by Smith (1996), defined interpretive phenomenological analysis as an approach to interpreting the life experiences of
interviewees and represented a view of the world from the interviewees’ perspectives. The
epistemology of IPA is constructivism and the theoretical perspective behind the methodology is interpretivism. Cross-case comparison is utilized to investigate a number of related
cases and identify the common features of such cases (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The
secondary analysis of primary data focuses on the interpretation of the data as the primary
subject for secondary analysis (Weed, 2005). This method aims to address new research
questions by analyzing previously collected data. Cross-case comparison and the secondary analysis of primary data can be based on both qualitative and quantitative data, including a detailed description of the primary data sets and the quantification of qualitative data.
The epistemology may be constructionist or objectivist, and the theoretical perspective can
also be interpretivist or positivist. Heaton (2008) suggested that the secondary analysis
should be transparent, outline the original study, and describe the processes of data collection and analysis. The ethical considerations and interpretative process of knowledge generations should also be explained. Heaton (2008) demonstrated the secondary analysis of
primary qualitative datasets within social and health research. The author stated that the
secondary analysis plays an important role when investigating sensitive topics.
3.2.2

Research Method Used in This Dissertation

The first stage of the research aims to report the design, development, and implementation
of existing spatiotemporal systems through systematically identifying a comprehensive set
of relevant papers on spatiotemporal visualization techniques. Because the data is not primary collected data sets, and the purpose of synthesis is to summarize and evaluate previous research, a literature review is probably the most convenient and appropriate methodology. Researchers utilize the literature review methodology to analyze and synthesize the
reported papers and tools based on pre-defined selection criteria. The findings were employed as an evidence-based guide to aid the development of the proposed design space.
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A literature review is a widely used research method to identify, evaluate, synthesize, and
interpret relevant evidence for a particular research question. The initial survey encompassed a wide variety of spatiotemporal visualization designs. To analyze the design space,
this dissertation tried to iteratively identify a set of patterns that would explain the variation
by grouping techniques and exemplars. The following section outlines the remaining research stages: research questions, search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria, study
selection, study quality assessment, and data extraction and synthesis.
3.2.2.1 Research Questions
The review questions, based on the objective of literature review, were as follows:
RQ1: What kinds of spatiotemporal visualization techniques are used in the paper?
RQ2: What is the purpose of the research?
RQ3: What kinds of user tasks are supported by the technique?
RQ4: What are the design strategies involved in the system?
RQ6: Which techniques are utilized to address the scalability issue?
3.2.2.2 Search Strategy
It is critical to follow a search strategy appropriate for the research questions. The literature
review has been conducted in accordance with a predefined and unbiased search strategy.
This search strategy has also facilitated other researchers' rigorous, complete, and credible
processes (Keele, 2007). The search strategy usually includes search methods, search terms,
and data resources.
3.2.2.2.1 Search Method
Zhang, Babar, and Tell (2011) classified the search strategy as an automated search via
web search engines provided by digital libraries as well as manual searches in specific
venues. These two search methods are complementary to each other. In a manual search,
the researcher has checked the papers published in the following credible, respected publications: Transactions for Visualization and Computer Graphics (TVCG), Computer
Graphics Forum, CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI),
SIGGRAPH, Information Visualization Journal, and Computer Graphics and Applications
(CG&A). The scanning process consumed a significant amount of effort and researchers
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discarded irrelevant studies by glancing over the title and abstract. For the automated
search, the research has searched the electronic data sources listed in Table 3.1, from digital
libraries based on a set of specific search strings. The automatic method is much more
efficient compared with the manual search method. However, the automated search performance is based on the quality of the search strings (Zhang et al., 2011). Additionally,
the researcher has reviewed all reference lists and bibliographies of included papers in case
some relevant research was missed by the electronic search. Researchers may contact authors for more detail on their work if needed. The search terms were matched to the paper
title, keywords, and abstract.
Table 3.1 Electronic Databases for the Automatic Search
Electronic Database

Web address

ACM Digital Library
IEEE Explore

http://portal.acm.org
http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/xplore

ScienceDirect

http://www.elsevier.com

SpringerLink

http://www.springerlink.com

Wiley InterScience

http://www3.interscience.wiley.com

EI Compendex

http://www.engineeringvillage.com

ISI Web of Science

http://www.webofknowledge.com

3.2.2.2.2 Search Terms
Following the search strategy proposed by Kitchenham and Charters (2007), the researcher
sorted the questions into individual concepts, like population, interventions, outcomes, and
study designs, according to the research topic and questions. Then the researcher designed
a combination of synonyms, abbreviations, and alternative spellings that best represented
the research questions. The search terms can be combined using Boolean ANDs (join major
terms) and ORs (join alternative terms and synonyms). The search terms used in this research were as follows:
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Spatiotemporal OR spatio-temporal OR space-time OR geospatial OR time-series AND
visual OR visualize OR visualization OR visualizing OR diagram OR picture OR graphic
OR graphical
3.2.2.3 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The inclusion and exclusion criteria should identify the primary studies that can provide
direct evidence to answer the research questions (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). In order
to reduce selection bias, these criteria should be decided upon during the review protocol
and applied to the retrieved research during the search process. A practical approach to
screen the research articles is to read the full-text. In the first round, the researcher applied
the criteria by reading the paper titles and keywords to filter irrelevant studies. In the second round, the selection criteria helped researchers to exclude studies that didn’t address
the research questions when reading abstract and conclusion. Then the researcher made a
third round in the selection process by reading the full paper and critically appraising the
work (Shahin et al., 2014).

This researcher selected studies published between 2005 and 2017 because an increasing
amount of research articles on spatiotemporal visualization were published during this period. The selected articles clearly described the applications of spatiotemporal data. They
also clearly featured data processing techniques, the design process, and scalability strategies. Papers lacking validation of the proposed visualization techniques were excluded. If
two papers addressed the same topic and were published in different venues (e.g., in a
conference and a journal respectively), the less developed publication was excluded. All
duplicated studies found in different resources were removed.

The inclusion criteria of the research were as follows:
1. Research is published after 2005
2. Research is peer-reviewed and available in full-text
3. Research is relevant to the subject area and introduces a visualization technique to
solve the problem
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4. Research clearly introduces the design strategies and visual metaphors used by the
technique
5. Research discusses how to solve the scalability issue of spatiotemporal visualization
6. Research includes evaluation

The exclusion criteria of the research were as follows:
1. Editorials, position papers, keynotes, reviews, tutorial summaries, and panel discussions
2. A paper is not written in English
3. Redundant papers and replication studies
4. The research has no validation or little evidence
3.2.2.4 Data Extraction and Synthesis
Data extraction is regarded as a set of values that should be extracted to answer the research
questions. The researcher only extracted data from included studies. Excluded studies were
not considered in this case. Then researcher synthesized the data to answer the proposed
research questions. Meta-analysis and narrative synthesis are the most common synthesis
methods. The choice of synthesis methods depends on the nature of the study and the size
of the relevant studies. Meta-analysis compares the findings with statistical methods that
are suitable for quantitative study. Narrative synthesis describes the findings in-depth.
Since this study is descriptive and qualitative, narrative synthesis is more appropriate to
summarize the results.

Noblit and Hare (1988) reported three different approaches for narrative synthesis, including reciprocal translation, refutational synthesis, and line of argument synthesis. Reciprocal
translation highlights the similarities among different studies. Each study is translated into
the metaphors of the others and vice versa. Refutational synthesis analyzes studies that are
implicitly or explicitly refutations of each other. Refutational synthesis can be achieved by
translating both the individual studies’ refutations and analyzing the implied refutation
substantively. The last approach is a line of argument synthesis. It is essentially concerned
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with inference and attempts to analyze the selective studies as a whole. This approach answers questions like what researchers can infer about an entire topic based on the selective
studies of its parts. Researchers usually identify the most important issues as well as their
approach to solving each issue.
3.2.2.5 Reliability and Validity
There are some threats to reliability and validity of the methods utilized in the first stage.
For example, the researcher only considered the digital libraries listed in Table 3.1. Thus,
journals or conferences not indexed by those databases are outside of the research scope.
Furthermore, studies written in languages other than English are not included in the research. Researchers may miss some important studies.

Secondly, the selection of search strings is based on the keywords of the research questions.
The search strings may not cover all the appropriate terms in spatiotemporal visualization.

Thirdly, there may be some bias in the inclusion and exclusion decisions. In order to mitigate bias during data extraction, researchers performed data extraction on a random sample
of primary studies, allowed two or more researchers access to the articles, and then reached
a consensus.

3.3

Applying the Design Space Framework in Spatiotemporal Visualization Design
Practice

Following the proposed design framework, two artifacts have been developed to validate
the design patterns in spatiotemporal design space. The research goal is to use a pattern
language approach to analyze the spatiotemporal visualization design space. The underlying rationale for the visualization designs must also be examined. The first artifact intuitively identifies daily human routines and patterns through visualizing space, time, and
attribute values. It introduces a visualization approach to concurrently integrate time and
space information by focusing on activities taking place in comparatively sparser locations.
The second artifact visualizes Twitter hashtags and supports users as they explore the spa-
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tiotemporal patterns at different time periods across different regions. This study emphasizes the scalability and aggregation of visualization techniques. This visualization attempts to provide an interactive view of what is happening around the world as well as
when and where people are talking on Twitter.

3.4

Summative Evaluation of the Impact of the Design Space in Practice
3.4.1

Basic Summative Evaluation Methods

Summative evaluation methods examine and access tasks or gather overall attitudes from
users. This can occur during the visualization development process as well as at the end of
implementation. The purpose of the summative evaluation is to determine the quality or
value of a program and make decisions about its future improvement. Summative evaluation is primarily retrospective, while formative evaluation is primarily prospective. The
common methods for summative evaluation include case studies, controlled experiments,
field observations, interviews, usability testing, and algorithmic performance measurement
(Lam et al., 2011). The following table identifies the characteristics these methods.
Table 3.2 Summative Evaluation Methods
Method

Epistemology
Who

Why

Case Studies

Controlled
Experiment

Field Obser- Usability
vation and Testing
Interviews

Algorithmic Performance
Measurement
Construction- Objectiv- Construction- Construction- Objectivism
ism
ism
ism
ism
With users
With users With users
With users
Without users
Problemdriven: understand task
and problems

Techniquedriven:
compare
with alternatives
and test if
the proposed
technique
is better

Problemdriven: investigate how information is
acquired and
how concept
is learned

Problemdriven: spotting
major
flaws in the
prototype to
improve design

Techniquedriven:
demonstrate
that the time
complexity
of the proposed algorithm is better
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Table 3.2 continued
How

Where

When

Qualitative:
Quantitaobservation
tive: test
and interview hypothesis
and measure
dependent
variables
by controlling independent
variables
Field study
Lab study

Qualitative:
field observation and interview

Qualitative:
interview and
think-aloud
protocol

Quantitative: measure
complexity,
scalability,
and image
quality

Field study

Lab study

Lab study

After tool de- After tool After tool de- During or Af- After tool
velopment
developvelopment
ter tool devel- development
opment
ment

Case studies aim to understand how the visualization system supports data exploration and
the knowledge discovery process. This method is also useful to facilitate hypothesis generation and the communication and application of analysis results. The epistemology of the
case study is constructivism. Researchers can collect data over a long period of time with
participants in their own working environment or observe individual’s performance using
a think-aloud protocol. A longitudinal study of a bioinformatics dataset analysis is reported
here. The focus of this work is to capture the entire analysis process, from a raw data set to
the insights sought from the data. The study provides interesting observations about the use
of visual representations and interaction mechanisms provided by the tools and process of
insight generation in general.

Field observation and interviews reveal a rich understanding by eliciting information on
current work practices. The epistemology of this approach is constructivism. Through this
holistic approach, researchers are able to understand the working environment and current
workflow. This approach requires participants to work with a specific visualization tool in
their own work environment. Researchers attempt to assess factors that influence the adoption of a tool. The findings will help researchers to inform future design. Holtzblatt (1993)
conducted a contextual inquiry to observe and interview people who are engaged in daily
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routines within their natural work environment. This study provided a working model and
demonstrated that field observation and interviews are powerful tools for collecting data in
a working environment.

Usability testing observes how users perform a set of predefined tasks and identify usability
issues. The epistemology of this approach is constructivism. This approach is appropriate
to address what users think of the visualization and which features are useful to users. Koua,
Maceachren, and Kraak (2006) utilized usability testing to measure the effectiveness, performance, usefulness, and user reactions to visualizing geospatial data. A paired-wise t-test
compared the mean scores of the different measures to analyze the results. The researchers
reported that the usability assessment was an important component of establishing understanding.

Controlled experiment tests if the proposed technique is better than state-of-the-art techniques. Evaluators usually develop a hypothesis and identify independent variables as well
as a dependent variable. Through utilizing different statistical methods, evaluators identify
what causes the effect or which method is faster with fewer errors. Algorithmic performance measurement evaluates the efficiency of algorithms and benchmark tests. The goal
of this approach is to demonstrate that the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is
better than the state-of-the-art algorithm in linear or logarithmic time. The epistemology of
these two approaches is objectivism since they are quantitative methodologies and employ
rigid statistical methods of data analysis.
3.4.2

Summative Research Method Used in This Dissertation

This research used usability testing to measure the effectiveness of the visualization design.
Task completion time, error rate, and user satisfaction have been recorded while interpreting the visualizations. The purpose of the evaluation was to systematically analyze the various factors that influenced the efficiency and accuracy of visualization comprehension.
Through this analysis, researchers attempted to predict the benefits of the design framework and validate the proposed design patterns.
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Usability testing offers a complete picture of what happened during the system performance. Researchers attempt to understand what happened to users while interacting with
the novel visualization system. The goal of the evaluation in this stage is to test the impact
of the design framework of spatiotemporal visualization on learning and practicing. Usability testing is effective and efficient to reveal more about the system’s overall impact. It
also enables researchers to gather detailed information on the accuracy, utility, and efficiency of the design. Users may not be able to precisely articulate what they need while
performing tasks. Accordingly, researchers need to observe users in their natural work environments and make sure that the gathered description is representative of how they actually perform with the visualization tools. Furthermore, usability testing enables researchers
to represent these detailed findings in a coherent, comprehensible form, which can be a
suitable basis for future design.
3.4.2.1 Data Collection Method
Researchers have collected data using observation and semi-structured interviews. Observation is a technique to obtain data through direct contact with users. Researchers observed
how users perform tasks in their natural state. First, researchers gained access and were
accepted by the subjects being observed. Researchers kept a distance from the subjects and
simply observed the individuals. Researchers were unobtrusive and watched the subject
from an outsider’s perspective.

After the observation, researchers conducted semi-structured interviews that consisted of a
list of open-ended questions based on the data analysis and reasoning processes. Researchers discussed the topic in detail. If the interviewee had difficulty answering a question, the
researchers asked a follow-up question. The interview questions categorized the user's type,
captured the process of how the user manipulated the system and gained knowledge from
the system, gauged overall task performance challenges, asked what users thought of the
system and how they would use it in daily life. Researchers also wanted to know what
problems users faced and how they approached problem-solving within the system.
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3.4.2.2 Sampling
For the sampling strategy, researchers used the purposive sampling method to recruit participants. The objective of the usability testing was to examine a particular group interacting with a particular visualization system. Researchers wanted to investigate the knowledge
discovery and data exploration of a particular group. Purposive sampling studies the reasons why the visualization failed or succeeded as support for data analysis and reasoning.
Researchers must ensure that the units in the sample were able to identify such reasons.
3.4.2.3 Research Participants and Research Instruments
Researchers recruited sixteen participants in the first case study. Each participant was the
representative of a group that may use the visualization tool.

Researchers observed what kinds of activities participants performed to solve the problems
they encountered in order to work within the system context.

The interview questions were as follows:
1. How much experience do you have in this field?
2. Can you tell me more about the strategies you used to perform the task?
3. Did you experience any difficulty with the system?
4. What do you think of the visualization system? Would you like to use it in your
daily life?
5. What is your opinion of the system interface?
6. Was the system easy to use?
7. What challenges did you encounter during the process? (What were your common
mistakes?)
3.4.2.4 Data Analysis
To provide an overview of participants’ beliefs and situate them broadly within the research
landscape, researchers read the transcripts and transferred their initial notes into emerging
themes. Researchers focused on the holistic view of the activity and characteristics being
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observed. The post-session interview was an important way for researchers to check the
accuracy of their impressions during observations.
Researchers captured the potentially elusive qualities of individuals’ task performance. A
thematic analysis was applied to systematically classify the post-its and reveal the issues.
Researchers picked up the most prevalent and important issues for data analysis and deleted
some overlapping items. Then researchers referred back to the transcription to reach a consensus on the most important selective codes. In the end, researchers refined the final categories by combining some relevant sub-categories.
3.4.2.5 Result Reporting
The researchers organized the results based on different tasks. The objective of data analysis was to make responsible judgments about the links between the design framework of
the visualization system as it was delivered and its observed impacts, or lack thereof. Researchers presented the results with three levels of description. First, they summarized the
survey and interview results to provide an overview of the particular group and how their
performance demonstrated the effectiveness of the design framework. Second, they described the themes and patterns related to data analysis and reasoning in the system. Third,
they identified problems and challenges during the task performance process from both
academic and professional practice perspectives.
3.4.2.6 Credibility and Validity
1. Triangulation: this involves the crosschecking of information from different dimensions. Researchers referred to different sources of data to understand the effectiveness of the design framework, different methods to study the groups, and different
theories to explain the data.
2. Pilot testing: check questions to determine if they promote the types of responses
researchers expect. Researchers ran a pilot test with a small set of people from the
target population.
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3. Member checking: to enhance internal validity, researchers returned to the subjects
who were interviewed and checked whether what researchers had recorded was
what they said in the interview.
4. Low-inference descriptors: researchers used words that were close to what the subjects said or what researchers had recorded to ensure the terminology would be
reflected in the raw data.
5. The observation protocol: the researchers piloted the protocol and refined the system in advance of the usability testing.

3.5

Summary

This chapter provided an overview of the framework and methodology used in this study.
Design science research was employed as the main methodology in this dissertation. The
design is an artifact to solve a specific problem. The design process searches for principles
and requirements of an artifact. A robust evaluation method is crucial to access the utility,
quality, and efficacy of a design artifact. The second section introduced how researchers
used literature review to collect, compare, and review existing spatiotemporal systems in
practice. A narrative literature review was based on the identification of the five categories
of spatiotemporal design patterns. Usability testing was utilized in this research to test the
performance of the proposed spatiotemporal visualization tool. The sampling approach,
sample size, measurement, and instrumentation were also described here.
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A DESIGN SPACE FOR SPATIOTEMPORAL
VISUALIZATION

Informed by the survey of current techniques in spatiotemporal visualization, this dissertation used a pattern approach to explore the spatiotemporal design space. A design pattern
can be used as a recipe of solutions to a given design problem. As a guide for the design
thinking, this dissertation groups design patterns into four categories: space, time, interaction, and scale. The proposed framework focuses on the display mode of spatiotemporal
visualization. This chapter introduces fifteen design patterns within the four categories.
The researcher adopts the structure of design patterns from Tidwell (2011) and Qian (2009)
and describes each pattern in terms of intent, data, use when, why, how, examples, and
limitations.

4.1
4.1.1

Design Patterns

Design Pattern Definition

Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein (1977) defined a design pattern as a “three-part rule,
which expresses a relation between a context, problem, and solution.” Alexander et al.
(1977) identified 253 architectural design patterns and provided a lingua franca to encourage audiences to design their environments. Gamma, Helm, Johnson, and Vlissides (1994)
described a design pattern as “descriptions of communicating objects and classes that are
customized to solve a general design problem in a particular context.” A pattern name,
problem, solution, and consequences are identified as the basic elements. The pattern name
is a descriptive way to communicate complex patterns in a word or two. The problem describes the intended context and when to apply the pattern. The solution is how different
elements work together to solve a design problem. The consequences are the costs and
benefits of applying the pattern. The authors also emphasize the importance of concrete
examples when reporting patterns. Tidwell (2011) used what, use when, why, how, examples, and in other libraries to structure design patterns for both desktop applications and
highly interactive websites. Qian (2009) proposed to use name, diagram, intent, use when,
why, how, samples, and related patterns for parametric modeling patterns. Borchers (2001)
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presented a general model of pattern languages and integrated pattern use into the usability
engineering process. The author built a pattern language about an interactive music exhibit
and described its design patterns in terms of the context, problem, solution, examples, and
references. Generally speaking, a design pattern contains the problem, context, solution,
and examples. A good pattern can make its knowledge easy to remember and communicate
to other disciplines.
4.1.2

The Evaluation of Design Patterns

Some researchers have focused on the evaluation of design patterns. Dearden, Finlay, Allgar, and McManus (2002) evaluated pattern languages in participatory design. Their three
criteria—empowering users, generative design, and life-enhancing outcomes—were used
to evaluate patterns. These researchers found that pattern languages are able to empower
users to participate in design and produce partial designs. Mushtaq, Iqbal, and Rasool (2017)
discussed the characteristics, strengths, and limitations of different representations of design pattern visualization approaches. The authors also developed a tool called VisCDP to
evaluate a proposed hybrid approach that integrates the best features of each pattern. Qian
(2009) evaluated parametric design patterns with participant observation methods and contextual inquiry techniques. The researchers hosted a number of workshops around the
world to investigate how designers used a parametric CAD system tool. The evaluation
results indicated that parametric design patterns both support and extend design practice.
4.1.3

Patterns in Information Visualization

The pattern concept has also been adopted in the information visualization domain to identify proven solutions to common design problems. Granlund, Lafrenière, and Car (2001)
proposed a pattern-supported approach to document user interface design solutions at different levels of analysis. The authors illustrated the use of PSA task and subtask patterns
and validated the patterns through practical usage.

Some researchers have focused on using design patterns to build visualization software
(Heer & Agrawala, 2006; Schmidt, 1995). Schmidt (1995) adopted a design pattern format
from Gamma et al. (1994) and applied the design pattern approach to three commercial
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distributed systems. Heer and Agrawala (2006) presented twelve design patterns for information visualization, each including a name, description, context, examples, and related
patterns.

Some researchers introduced visualization design patterns to address interaction and rendering concerns (Chen, 2004; Dearden & Finlay, 2006; Javed & Elmqvist, 2012; Sedig &
Parsons, 2016). Chen (2004) used a pattern-driven approach to summarize common practices in dynamic analytical data visualization. Nine visualization design patterns were organized into data, structural, and behavioral categories. As a guide for information visualization domain thinking, Sedig and Parsons (2016) proposed 14 abstract patterns to fill the
gap between information space and representation space. These patterns were divided into
three groups: primary, substrate, and relational. A blending of different patterns can be
used to communicate all visual structures. Elmqvist and Yi (2012) created a pattern repository to evaluate data visualization on the study-level, method-level, and trial-level. These
patterns came from existing evaluation practices and provided a standardized vocabulary
to communicate with both researchers and wider audiences. Not all information visualization design patterns are strong and valid. According to Dearden and Finlay (2006), “design
patterns that are too abstract will be impractical in real design use; those that are too specific will be difficult to reuse in new scenarios” (p. 65). Useful design patterns should not
be too abstract or too concrete in order to be transferable to practical applications.

4.2

Category 1: Space

The map is the most common interface to visualize geospatial data. Geospatial data usually
refers to the locations or the attributes of objects or phenomena located on Earth (Kraak &
Ormeling, 2003). It aims to reveal patterns and relationships among distances, directions,
and areas. This dissertation has identified three patterns in this category.
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4.2.1

Point

4.2.1.1 Intent

Figure 4.1 Pattern diagram of point
The point is usually used to indicate the position of a specific location (XY coordinates)
with a symbol that resembles a dot or a mark (Figure 4.1). A cluster of points can represent
spatial occurrence and spatial relations in the data.
4.2.1.2 Data
A point is appropriate to visualize discrete data with abrupt variation. The dataset is relatively large enough to offer visual interest and identify spatial patterning of events on a
map.
4.2.1.3 Use When
Designers use this pattern when they want to show the actual and precise location of something on a map, or identify spatial events or relationships among data variables.
4.2.1.4 Why
A point can be recognized as focused attention. A group of points provides a reference to
the space around it. According to Gestalt Law (Todorovic, 2008), the proximity principle
tells us that elements tend to be perceived as a whole group if they are in proximity to one
another. The similarity principle reveals that elements tend to be recognized as groups
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when they look similar to one another. The point pattern makes it easy for viewers to recognize similarities and differences among clustered points. It is the easiest way to display
the specific locations or geospatial features of events on a map.
4.2.1.5 How
The point can represent a location with a symbol or shape. Designers can color code or
resize points to distinguish other data attributes, such as population, income, or car speed.
Thus, plotting quantifiable data with points on a map provides general information about
spatial patterns. The typical examples of the point pattern include dot maps, graduated
symbol map, proportional symbol map, and point diagram map.
4.2.1.6 Examples

Figure 4.2 Left: Dot map (Bostock, n.d.). Right: Proportional symbol map, reproduced
from (Bostock, n.d.).
As shown in Figure 4.2, the dot map and proportional symbol map are two basic examples
of point representations. In the dot map, each dot represents a mapped geographical location (Figure 4.2 Left). A set of points can show the spatial distribution of a phenomenon,
such as virus dispersion or volcano distribution. A proportional symbol map is a powerful
tool that scales the size of the symbols proportionally to the data attached to a precise location (Figure 4.2 Right). Designers can use the areas of circles or squares to encode the
values. This representation is useful to display both numerical data, like population or
household income, and categorical data, like age group or occupation.
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4.2.1.7 Limitations
The main drawback of the point pattern is point overlap, especially if numerous variables
are mapped onto the geolocations that are close together. The solution is to interactively
move the points apart while zooming into the regions of interest.
4.2.2

Line

4.2.2.1 Intent

Figure 4.3 Pattern diagram of line
Line representation typically encodes linear spatial data with lines that connect points
(Figure 4.3). It is used to visualize linear entities, for example, roads, rivers, transmission
cables, and trajectories.
4.2.2.2 Data
A vector line is appropriate to visualize continuous data with smooth variation. The line
pattern is suitable to visualize flows or movements at sample locations.
4.2.2.3 Use When
A vector line is usually used when designers need to show linear features and paths or
measure distances between visual objects,
4.2.2.4 Why
A line has length, but no breadth or height. A line is used to connect points in a particular
order. The continuity principle of Gestalt Law reports the human eye naturally follows a
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line or curve towards where it is pointing (Todorovic, 2008). The line pattern creates a path
to guide viewers’ eyes through the information space. The linear feature of the line makes
it appropriate to show the movement of people from one location to another, or to measure
the distance between points.
4.2.2.5 How
When designers connect points in a particular order, they create line representations. A
vector line can display the direction and volume of movement. Line width encodes the
proportional values of other data attributes. A series of lines can meet to create a sense of
direction and movement. Different patterns are identified when the interval between multiple lines or the line thickness varies. The most common representations of the line pattern
include isopleth map, street map, flow map, and line diagram map.
4.2.2.6 Examples

Figure 4.4 An isopleth map of flow density of deportable Mexican aliens, per Million
population of constituent INS districts in 1978 (R. C. Jones, 1982)
The isopleth map is another example of a line pattern. Isopleths are constructed by linking
the points representing equal quantities. Ranges of similar data are usually filled with similar colors or patterns. Thus, gradual changes over a spatial area can be easily identified.
Figure 4.4 uses an isopleth map to display the number of illegal Mexican aliens entering
the United States annually. The map clearly shows that the American Southwest has high
flow density ratios, while the U.S. Northeast has very low flow density ratios.
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4.2.2.7 Limitations
The line pattern is not suitable for showing discrete spatial data and numerous data items.
The accuracy of the spatial information is missing when there is a large amount of data to
draw.
4.2.3

Area

4.2.3.1 Intent

Figure 4.5 Pattern diagram of area
Area representation is used to represent natural fields or aggregations of similar characteristics in the data set. This pattern usually shades or adjusts areas proportionally to statistical
data over different regions (Figure 4.5).
4.2.3.2 Data
The area pattern is suitable to show continuous geographic area data with smooth variation,
such as lakes, states, and political areas. Designers can use the area representation when
the data are: 1) attributed to enumeration units, for example, countries, states, and cities, 2)
normalized to show rates or ratios, 3) independent of a continuous statistical surface.
4.2.3.3 Use When
This pattern is commonly used in geography when designers need to visualize area data
and map data items to spatial dimensions within a region, boundary, or area.
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4.2.3.4 Why
An area has length and breadth, but no depth. An area can be used to encode whether or
not a given area contains certain attributes. The closure principle of Gestalt Law indicates
that human vision tends to perceive grouped elements as a complete object. The area pattern has a continuous surface and can measure patterns and events in space. This pattern
clearly shows enclosed data points in the shape, boundary, or region of a map. It provides
a compact and visually-appealing way to represent spatial data.
4.2.3.5 How
The geographic regions have areas proportional to some variable of interest. Each area is
shaded or transformed according to its attribute value. The most common representations
of the area pattern include choropleth map, cartogram map, and dasymetric map.
4.2.3.6 Examples

Figure 4.6 A choropleth map showing United States unemployment rates in August 2016,
reproduced from (Bostock, n.d.)
The typical representations include choropleth and cartographic maps. A choropleth map
encodes relative quantitative data and nominal data; for example, rates, densities, and proportions. Geographical regions are color coded in relation to statistical variables. Typically,
the areas can be depicted using a single-hue progression, blended-hue progression, or multiple colors. The Figure 4.6 choropleth map displays United States unemployment rates in
August 2016 with a blended-hue color progression. Viewers can easily tell that the darker
the color, the higher unemployment rate in the displayed location. However, this map does
not allow for an accurate read or comparison of the exact values from the data set.
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Figure 4.7 A cartogram map of the territories of the world with sizes proportional to net
emigration (Dorling, Barford, & Newman, 2006) © 2006, IEEE
Cartograms are maps in which the size of a given area is adjusted in relation to the values
represented. There are four different types of cartograms: contiguous, non-contiguous, rectangular, and Dorling. Figure 4.7 shows a Dorling cartogram of the net emigration from
different territories in the world. The regions of the geographical map are distorted in proportion to the number of net immigration for each region. The map provides an
aesthetically-appealing way to display the quantity of interest that belongs to each territory
and does not require data to be normalized.
4.2.3.7 Limitations
There are two main drawbacks of the area pattern. First, it can be difficult for users to
interpret the value differences from the map. The areas are usually proportional to the statistical variables by hundreds of different colors or region distortions. Users tend to have
difficulty in estimating and distinguishing values with areas or colors. Secondly, it is more
challenging to deal with extremely large/small values while maintaining a good readability
of the map. Thirdly, in choropleth map, density differences can be emphasized or suppressed by the physical space. For example, the densest area within a smaller unit can be
difficult to see, while the least dense area within a larger unit may be more visible to users.
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4.2.4

Time Graph

4.2.4.1 Intent

Figure 4.8 Pattern diagram of time graph
The intent of the time graph pattern is to analyze and compare time within a spatial dimension through integrating time series graphs and maps (Figure 4.8).
4.2.4.2 Data
The time-varying spatial data are appropriate to use the time graph pattern.
4.2.4.3 Use When
This pattern is used when viewers want to identify historical events and patterns occurring
on the map over time. Incorporating time on a map is effective to visualize the time-space
connectivity.
4.2.4.4 Why
A map is an excellent way to denote spatial variables. However, a simple map view cannot
display the time feature of the data. Viewers may need to understand how a given area has
altered over time. Adding time graphs on a map allows viewers to examine spatial distribution over time as well as temporal relationships in the data.
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4.2.4.5 How
This pattern usually adds graphs, for example, timelines, line graphs, stacked graphs, rings,
and sunbursts, on a map to present the temporal variation of aggregated values among geolocations. Spatiotemporal positions of subjects are shown by a series of graphs placed on
a map; time series can be mapped onto graphs.
4.2.4.6 Examples

Figure 4.9 The growth ring map uses color hue to show the time variation of Flickr photos taken in Switzerland (Andrienko et al., 2011) © 2011 Elsevier Ltd
Figure 4.9 is a growth ring map that shows the spatiotemporal distribution of photos taken
in different locations. This technique uses pixels to represent photo taking events and arranges these events in a circular layout. The times of the photos are visually distinguished
by color hue and color value. In Figure 4.9, five distinct color hues are assigned to the years
and five different values of each color are assigned to the seasons. Thus, the rings are able
to show the seasonal differences and the yearly variation of the number of photos taken in
different locations.
4.2.4.7 Limitations
The limitation of the time graph pattern is graph overlap. Because of the limited screen
size, graphs will overlap and occlude the visible patterns on the large dataset display. It is
very hard to discern clusters and patterns in the mass. The solution is to aggregate statistics
or samples of the original data.
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4.3

Category 2: Time

Time is an outstanding dimension, according to Shneiderman’s data type taxonomy (Shneiderman, 1996). Researchers have developed various visualization techniques to map different time parameters. This study has identified three patterns in the time category.
4.3.1

Linear

4.3.1.1 Intent

Figure 4.10 Linear pattern diagram
Linear representation is used to represent time on a horizontal axis (Figure 4.10). The linear
display mode can also be a curve pattern as long as it represents information in a linear
manner.
4.3.1.2 Data
Time series data with long term trend or regular variation are appropriate to use the linear
pattern. The data usually contains a series of time instants or time intervals showing a common tendency of growing over time.
4.3.1.3 Use When
The Linear pattern is used to visualize time-oriented information in a linear or branching
order. The linear temporal order, such as from the past to present or from days to weeks,
provides a human interpretation of time. The branching order divides time into several
periods and generates a sequence of events. The linear pattern can also be used display the
chronological order of events.
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4.3.1.4 Why
The linear pattern shows the linear structure of the time series and displays a temporal
history. Human beings tend to perceive time linearly. Lines are often perceived as moving
in a direction. The linear pattern provides a flow and linear representation that matches
human perception.
4.3.1.5 How
The timeline is very intuitive to visualize the linear evolution of data and the flow of history. It is the most common way to represent time series data. A linear pattern can also map
data values to the y-axis using the line, stacked bar, bubble, and theme river.
4.3.1.6 Examples

Figure 4.11 Multi-Series line chart, reproduced from (Bostock, n.d.)
The line chart is the most common way to display linear time series. It connects the data
points with lines to show the overall pattern of time-series. The temporal information is
plotted on the x-axis and the related series of data, such as income or population, is mapped
on the y-axis. Figure 4.11 uses a multi-series line chart to represent the daily average temperatures of New York City, San Francisco, and Austin from October 2012 to September
2013. It is very useful to compare the series on the same x-axis.
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Figure 4.12 A river metaphor to view thematic changes over time (Havre et al., 2000) ©
2000, IEEE
ThemeRiver is designed to visualize theme changes over time (Havre et al., 2000). The
flow of time is shown as continuous curves. The horizontal, colored currents represent
different themes, and the width of the currents correspond to the strength of the themes.
The river flow makes it easy for designers to identify how currents grow and shrink over
time. In Figure 4.12, the orange band represents the theme “Soviet.” The current widens
significantly in September and indicates that the “Soviet” theme occurs most strongly during that month.
4.3.1.7 Limitations
One limitation of the linear pattern is that this pattern only shows the linear structure of
time series data. The linear pattern is also limited to the range of data. It is hard to display
a large range of time series data because of the limited size of a screen.
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4.3.2

Radial

4.3.2.1 Intent

Figure 4.13 Radial pattern diagram
Radial representation is another common display mode to visualize periodic time series
using ring-shaped glyphs and a radial layout (Figure 4.13). The purpose of this pattern is
to support the analysis and comparison of serial periodic time series data.
4.3.2.2 Data
The radial pattern is suitable to visualize periodic time series data with circular variation
or seasonal variation.
4.3.2.3 Use When
Designers choose the radial mapping of temporal information to support the serial periodic
structures of time series. The radial pattern is used when the time series data contains a
continuous and repetitive structure.
4.3.2.4 Why
Time has a periodic nature and reveals the recurring routines of human beings. The radial
pattern is an effective means of displaying continuous time data with a repetitive structure.
This pattern also supports the comparison of areas and angles via circular representations.
Viewers identify relationships along the curved lines. These concentric circles provide a
compact and aesthetic appeal way to compare multiple attributes and depict social relationships.
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4.3.2.5 How
The radial pattern usually places time data along a circle, ellipse, or spiral to detect patterns
or changes. Time can be encoded as a point, line, arc, or icon on the graph.
4.3.2.6 Examples

Figure 4.14 SpiraClock visualization used to anticipate upcoming events (Dragicevic &
Huot, 2002)
The spiral often visualizes serial, periodic time data. SpiraClock (Dragicevic & Huot, 2002)
maps continuous and periodic data in a spiral layout. It displays nearby events inside an
analog clock and is a beneficial complementary tool for bus schedules. In Figure 4.14, the
middle SpiraClock shows that the next bus will leave in 10 minutes, at 9:45, and is five
minutes away from the bus stop. Another bus will leave in 55 minutes, at around 10:30,
and requires 20 minutes to get to the bus stop.

Figure 4.15 A circular tree view of long time-series data (J. Zhao, Chevalier, & Balakrishnan, 2011)
KronoMiner (J. Zhao et al., 2011) uses a circular, sequential layout to show multivariate
time-series datasets. As shown in Figure 4.15, the circular tree view displays the entire
dataset in the center and multiple segments of different datasets around the central ring.
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Each segment is color-coded based on its parent node and shows timestamp bounds and
time scales along the ring. In the segments, a variety of plots—line chart, scatter plot, or
histogram—can be used to show variables of interest in time series. The circular view also
supports pairwise comparison of two time series by dragging the lens along the series.
4.3.2.7 Limitations
There are several drawbacks in the radial pattern. First, mapping large amounts of time
series data onto the radial diagrams may lead to visual occlusion and ambiguity. Secondly,
less space is given to the inner rings of concentric radial diagrams and makes it hard for
people to discern details in inner rings.
4.3.3

Matrix

4.3.3.1 Intent

Figure 4.16 Matrix pattern of diagram
A matrix pattern uses a hierarchy of calendars to represent specific time intervals (days,
weeks, months, and years) (Figure 4.16).
4.3.3.2 Data
The matrix pattern is suitable to visualize time intervals with a certain granularity, for example, days, weeks, months, and years.
4.3.3.3 Use When
The matrix pattern is very popular to display calendar data and natural cycles of time.
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4.3.3.4 Why
People use calendars in daily life for scheduling or event planning. The matrix pattern is
useful to display recurring, discrete activities. Matrix representations are flexible and intuitively represent days, weeks, or months based on a calendar system.
4.3.3.5 How
The rows and columns of the matrix present event sequence data and the matrix cube can
be color coded by specific networks on different levels. Matrix representations match viewers’ mental maps while giving emphasis to specific periodic patterns. Calendar view is the
most common representation of the matrix pattern.
4.3.3.6 Examples

Figure 4.17 Calendar view of time series, reproduced from (Bostock, n.d.)
Figure 4.17 displays a calendar view of time series data. It combines a matrix pattern with
a heat map to visualize a daily variable of interest. Each colored cell represents one day
and each column denotes one week. The data from one month is grouped vertically, while
the annual data is grouped horizontally. The heat map is used to display statistical variables,
such as the number of events in time series data.
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4.3.3.7 Limitations
A big limitation of the matrix pattern is the accuracy of recognizing time values. This pattern makes it difficult to read specific values of time series since values are usually not
labeled on the calendar.
4.3.4

Small Multiples

4.3.4.1 Intent

Figure 4.18 Small multiples pattern diagram
Small multiples can be used to convey spatial changes over time in a grid of some kind
(Figure 4.18). This pattern is ideal to facilitate comparison of information among different
locations over a period of time.
4.3.4.2 Data
This pattern is suitable to display multiple time series data within different spatial locations.
4.3.4.3 Use When
Use this pattern to help viewers see locations or maps side by side to demonstrate changes
in space over time.
4.3.4.4 Why
Adding all time series to the same graph space may cause visual clutter. Small multiples
split the space into individual time series graph and avoid overlap among graphs. The small
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multiples pattern arranges time series horizontally or vertically based on geographical locations to support comparison across series. The consistency of the design guides viewers’
eyes to move from one graph to the next and focus on changes in the data.
4.3.4.5 How
Small multiples feature multiple views using the same scale and axes to display difference
slices of time series data. This pattern can multiply point map, flow map, choropleth map,
cartogram map, flow map, or line graph corresponding to different locations over multiple
time series.
4.3.4.6 Examples

Figure 4.19 A small multiple comparing the average traffic across different time spans
(Kehrer, Piringer, Berger, & Gröller, 2013) © 2013, IEEE
Figure 4.19 uses small multiples to display the average traffic per time span. An intermediate aggregate is defined as an absolute reference to show the average movements.
Through splitting the space into multiple route maps with different time spans, the small
multiples display allows viewers to identify traffic changes with respect to different time
intervals or study the effects of different time periods on the traffic.
4.3.4.7 Limitations
The major drawback of this pattern is the small size of the individual graph. The small size
makes it hard for viewers to discern details in the display, thus hamper legibility.

4.4

Category 3: Interaction

Interaction has been widely adopted in visualization. Shneiderman (1996) proposed the
famous visual information-seeking mantra, “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details
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on demand.” This mantra insightfully summarizes the essential elements of interacting with
visualizations. This dissertation identified four patterns of visualization interaction techniques that follow Shneiderman’s mantra.
4.4.1

Overview

4.4.1.1 Intent

Figure 4.20 Overview pattern diagram
An overview is used to show a high-level view of the complete information space (Figure
4.20). It provides viewers with the overall patterns of a data set.
4.4.1.2 Data
An overview can be used to display nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio data.
4.4.1.3 Use When
Use this pattern to help viewers see the overall trend of the data. A visualization generally
starts with overview.
4.4.1.4 Why
An overview is essential and valuable to understand the relationships and patterns of the
entire collection. Users prefer to first observe the overall trends and patterns inherent in a
given data set. An overview can also assist the user with navigation.
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4.4.1.5 How
Overview strategies include scrolling and panning to zoom out to the high-level information space. Overview + detail and focus + context are two approaches that have traditionally been used to show both the overview and the detail. Overview + detail displays
both the overall picture and details simultaneously without distortion. Focus + context uses
distortion-based techniques such as bifocal display, perspective wall, fisheye view, and
polyfocal display to navigate through a large dataspace while keeping a global overview.
4.4.1.6 Examples

Figure 4.21 Fisheye distortion to show both micro- and macro-features of graphs, reproduced from (Bostock, n.d.)
Fisheye distortion attempts to present an overview of the object while maintaining the readability of local details. In Figure 4.21, the fisheye strategy presents the global context of
the graph. A mouse hovering over the graph will magnify the area of interest. The fisheye
distortion shows an overview of the complex context while incorporating details as well.
4.4.1.7 Limitations
The limitation of overview + detail is that a small space is used to display detailed information. The importance of details gets canceled out by small areas. Overview + detail also
requires the viewer to consciously shift focus. Focus + context may cause confusion between local detail and global context.
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4.4.2

Zoom

4.4.2.1 Intent

Figure 4.22 Zoom pattern diagram
Zooming in allows designers to enlarge items of interest and visit multiple viewing levels
(Figure 4.22). Zooming allows the user to scale and translate the viewport to see a smaller
subset of the data.
4.4.2.2 Data
Zooming is suitable for nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio data.
4.4.2.3 Use When
Zooming is used to magnify the area of interest or see more of the overall picture in a large
amount of data. Sometimes not all of the data points fit on the screen and the user needs to
zoom into the graph to observe details in small space.
4.4.2.4 Why
Zooming gives users direct control of the level of detail and maintains users’ sense of location. This pattern allows the user to effectively navigate the focus point in the information
space. Zooming maximizes the use of screen. Zooming in allows examination of a local
area in detail while showing less of the overall context. Zooming out displays the context
of the whole data set, but in less detail.
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4.4.2.5 How
Designers can zoom in with the mouse wheel or click the zoom icon in the control bar. The
zoom parameters usually include zoom rate and the size of the target area. When the user
zooms into a focus point, the display space can be split evenly or unevenly among the
visual variables. There are two techniques involved in this pattern: geometric zooming and
semantic zooming. Geometric zooming enlarges or shrinks the viewed object as moving
closer or farther away to it. Semantic zooming changes the level of detail in the scaled
object and presents a different representation when zooming in or away.
4.4.2.6 Examples

Figure 4.23 The stack zooming showing correlations in temporal data (Javed & Elmqvist,
2010) © 2010, IEEE
Figure 4.23 shows a stack zooming technique that supports multi-focus interaction in largescale temporal datasets. The technique allows the user to create multiple focus regions
within line graphs and displays the selected subsets as hierarchies of ID strips stacked on
top of each other. Parent strips correspond to a higher zoom level and child strips can be
panned by arrow keys. The stack zooming features a series of zoom and pans while retaining context and distance awareness.
4.4.2.7 Limitations
The primary drawback of the zooming pattern is that viewers lose the overview while
zooming in. It may be tedious to zoom in to focus or zoom out for context.
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4.4.3

Filter

4.4.3.1 Intent

Figure 4.24 Filter pattern diagram
The filter is used to focus on variables of interest and create user-specified views through
filter criteria (Figure 4.24). The filter allows the user to see a subset based on selected
values.
4.4.3.2 Data
This pattern is appropriate to filter four types of data including nominal, ordinal, interval,
and ratio data.
4.4.3.3 Use When
The filter is used to eliminate unwanted data points and focus on patterns of interest.
4.4.3.4 Why
The filter is a fundamental interaction method that shows less context and drills down features.
4.4.3.5 How
After defining a rule, users can drop the least significant nodes or points and focus on the
attributes of interest. The filter includes dynamic query and attribute explorer.
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4.4.3.6 Examples

Figure 4.25 Drag and drop timeboxes for filtering time series (Buono, Aris, Plaisant,
Khella, & Shneiderman, 2005b)
For considerable time series data, it is necessary to filter data and focus on a specific range
of interest. Figure 4.25 allows users to drag and drop a timebox to interactively filter the
series. It will filter the items out of the timebox and keep the selected items inside the
timebox. This tool provides users the flexibility to adjust the entire data set and explore
variables of interest.
4.4.3.7 Limitations
The filter pattern is limited by the software and graphical query formulation used when
developing the query interface. The speed and the result of filtering the same data set vary
across different visualizations. The user must know what he/she is looking for and may
encounter zero-hits situations.
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4.4.4

Details on Demand

4.4.4.1 Intent

Figure 4.26 Details on demand pattern diagram
Details on demand shows a small portion of information and omits details that are not of
interest to viewers (Figure 4.26). It provides improved scalability by showing data items
on demand to the user.
4.4.4.2 Data
Details on demand can be used to show details of nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio data.
4.4.4.3 Use When
Details on demand are used when the user wants to examine details of a collection.
4.4.4.4 Why
This pattern gives users the flexibility to select what they would like to see and presents
the corresponding individual data points or attributes.
4.4.4.5 How
Details on demand displays individual attributes as requested. The selection behaviors include mouse clicking, mouse over, and dragging. The use of a tooltip, or a separate pop-up
window, displays the details when users select an item.
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4.4.4.6 Examples

Figure 4.27 Sequence sunburst of details on demand, reproduced from (Bostock, n.d.)
Figure 4.27 adopts the sunburst visualization to show the sequences of navigation paths
through a website. When hovering over a child node, the node will be highlighted and the
entire sunburst will be dimmed. The center of the sunburst displays the detailed information
of the selected node. In the meantime, the top of the graph shows an interactive breadcrumb
trail to help users understand the sequence. It is very intuitive to focus on individual nodes
while maintaining an overview of the hierarchical structure.
4.4.4.7 Limitations
The limitation of this pattern is popup blocking. A popup window or a tooltip may obstruct
the graphical object. A tooltip usually works as a text label of a viewed object and is limited
to short text.
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4.4.5

Brushing and Linking

4.4.5.1 Intent

Figure 4.28 Brushing and linking pattern diagram
Brushing and linking connects multiple visualizations of the same data space and enables
viewers to select a subset of data items in one view while highlighting the same data from
other plots (Figure 4.28).
4.4.5.2 Data
This pattern is appropriate to brush and link multivariate data.
4.4.5.3 Use When
Brushing and linking are used to show related items from multiple views of multidimensional data. They enable multiple views in the visualization to simultaneously respond to
the user interaction. Brushing and linking support the examination of correlations across
multiple dimension.
4.4.5.4 Why
Brushing and linking allow users to select their focus content and identify the related data
items from the other displayed graphs. This provides a visually-appealing way of tracking
and viewing changes between the different representations. Updating one plot means updating all the plots.
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4.4.5.5 How
Designers usually create multiple views to show different components of data. Brushing
enables the user to visually highlight data and select the data items of interest. There are
four different types of brushes: sweeping a virtual brush, composite brush, angular brush,
and smooth brush. Linking provides the user with the ability to highlight data items from
the views that are relevant to the selected items.
4.4.5.6 Examples

Figure 4.29 Brushing and linking in multivariate exploratory data analysis (Anselin,
Syabri, & Kho, 2010) © 2010, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg
As shown in Figure 4.29, GeoDa (Anselin et al., 2010) allows the user to explore multivariate relationships through brushing and linking economic data over the period 1980-1999
in Europe. The top of Figure 4.29 contains a percentile map showing the GDP per capita
in 1989, and a parallel coordinate denoting a set of points from two growth rate periods,
the GDP per capita in 1980 and 1989. The bottom of Figure 4.29 shows a three-dimensional
scatter plot of the GDP growth rate over the period 1980-1999, agricultural and manufacturing employment rates in 1989, and a regression line for the relationship between the
GDP growth rate in 1980 and over the period of 1980-1999. The four views are linked
while users explore the GDP data. There is a rectangular region in the three-dimensional
scatter plot to drag and select observations of interest. When moving a region of the scatter
plot, the map will highlight the selected data. The parallel coordinates and the regression
line will be updated based on the selected observations.
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4.4.5.7 Limitations
The major limitation of this pattern is the number of dimensions that can be perceived
during brushing and linking. Human eyes cannot follow all the dynamic changes in the
interaction process.

4.5

Category 4: Scale

Visualizing high data volumes on the screen is a significant challenge. Although highresolution displays make it possible to show any size dataset with an infinite number of
pixels, the limitations of human visual acuity hamper the effectiveness of large-scale data
visualization (P. C. Wong, Shen, Johnson, Chen, & Ross, 2012). The ability of the eye to
perceive two separate points or lines has a perceptual scalability limit (Yost, Haciahmetoglu, & North, 2007b). The scale category of this dissertation refers to the number
of spatial and temporal data points placed on the screen without losing visual acuity. Although spatial and temporal data are equally important in terms of activity pattern analysis,
researchers cannot show all data attributes in one screen due to overplotting and cluttering
issues. Trade-offs exist between the number of spatial and temporal points in spatiotemporal visualization. The following section discusses scale from two perspectives: high spatial fidelity and high temporal fidelity.
4.5.1

High Spatial Fidelity

4.5.1.1 Intent
High spatial fidelity usually emphasizes spatial details at the expense of temporal comparison in massive data sets. It maps the geospatial dimensions of a data point to screen coordinates and chooses the appropriate techniques to encode geospatial locations with high
fidelity.
4.5.1.2 Data
The high spatial fidelity is used when the geolocations in the data can be aggregated at
different levels of granularity.
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4.5.1.3 Use When
This pattern is used to handle large spatiotemporal data sets and compare the spatial attributes of different levels of granularity during a certain time period.
4.5.1.4 Why
The map is an intuitive display of geolocations. The timeline is very useful to show time
series. However, it is very difficult to display both the spatial and temporal data values of
large datasets in one view without visual clutter. Many spatiotemporal data sets are too
large to fit on one screen. Additionally, the user may want to observe spatiotemporal patterns at different levels of spatial detail. This requires the visualization to aggregate the
spatial components of data into different spatial domains. Researchers should consider using scalable techniques with high spatial fidelity to explore information space at different
graphical levels.
4.5.1.5 How
Heat maps, cluster maps, and density maps can represent a considerable amount of spatiotemporal data. The heat map is a two-dimensional representation of values as colors, usually a gradient that varies from blue to red. An interpolated surface is employed to show
the density of occurrence on the map, and each pixel is assigned a density value. The cluster
map uses clusters to group the number of data points on the map. Each cluster may vary in
size and color proportional to the variables of the display. The density map adopts a density
estimation algorithm to map density values onto the map’s color scale.
4.5.1.6 Examples

Figure 4.30 A single day density map of trajectories in Rotterdam (Scheepens et al.,
2011) © 2011, IEEE
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Figure 4.30 shows a vessel density map of patterns in large trajectory data. The density
map focuses on the aggregation of spatial patterns from trajectories. The density fields are
computed with a variable kernel radius and each trajectory is assigned to a different kernel
radius. Time is encoded with multiple color hues: “night is dark blue, morning is bright
yellow, the afternoon is dark yellow, and evening is bright blue” (Scheepens et al., 2011).
The map allows for more precise representations of area density. However, it is impossible
to compare these attributes among different time periods.
4.5.1.7 Limitations
The drawback of this pattern is that high spatial fidelity sacrifices temporal comparison
across regions.
4.5.2

High Temporal Fidelity

4.5.2.1 Intent
High temporal fidelity considers temporal details as the privileged dimension (at the expense of spatial comparison).
4.5.2.2 Data
The high temporal fidelity is used when the time series in the data can be aggregated at
different levels of granularity.
4.5.2.3 Use When
This pattern is used to identify and compare patterns from different time periods in a specific area.
4.5.2.4 Why
Maps cannot show the time relations of a large spatiotemporal dataset. Time is an independent variable that shows the evolution of other variables. A fundamental challenge in
spatiotemporal visualization is to fit a large number of time variables in the display. In
order to discover trends and compare patterns from different time scales, designers need to
use visual metaphors with high temporal fidelity.
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4.5.2.5 How
These techniques include small multiples, scatter plots, stacked graphs, space-time cubes,
and pixel-oriented visualizations such as recursive patterns, circle segments, and time-series bitmaps. Small multiples show multi-dimensional spatiotemporal data using the same
scale and axes. Scatter plots map time series along the horizontal axis and other attributes
along with a vertical axis. Stacked graphs visualize temporal changes with area charts.
Space-time cubes display spatiotemporal patterns by aggregating time points on the vertical axis as a third map dimension. Pixel-oriented visualizations use each pixel in the display
to visualize large amounts of spatiotemporal data.
4.5.2.6 Examples

Figure 4.31 Embedded pencil and helix icons of monthly health data (Tominski, SchulzeWollgast, & Schumann, 2005) © 2005, IEEE
Tominski et al. (2005) used pencil icons to represent linear time points and helix icons to
encode cyclical time points on a map. Figure 4.31 demonstrates the 3D-icon approach to
visualizing 6 disease rates from monthly health data. The left image maps linear time series
onto the multiple faces of a pencil icon. Different colors are scaled to disease attributes.
The right image conveys the cyclical patterns of two selected diseases with helix icons. A
spiral helix features time steps along the ribbon of different angles and heights. The 3D
pencil and helix icons scale to different levels of temporal granularity. They allow the user
to focus on relevant information and omit unwanted information to reduce cognitive load.
4.5.2.7 Limitations
The disadvantage of the high temporal fidelity pattern is the lack of spatial comparison
over time periods.
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4.6

Cognitive Load

A good visualization design should lessen the viewers’ cognitive load. Cognitive load is
usually used as a metric to justify and evaluate designs. Cognitive load refers to a number
of human cognitive resources needed to perform a given task (Huang, Hong, & Eades,
2006). Mental effort is the amount of cognitive capacity that is actually allocated to accommodate the demand imposed by the task (W. Huang et al., 2006). Cognitive load can be
measured with the following computational method (F. Paas, Tuovinen, Tabbers, & Gerven, 2003):
𝐸=

𝑍𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒− 𝑍𝑀𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡
√2

In this equation, mental effort can be measured with the 9-point subjective rating scale
developed by Paas (1992). The scale ranges from 1: very, very low mental effort, to 9: very,
very high mental effort. The performance scores are based on test scores. The result is
achieved by standardizing raw performance and mental effort scores to their corresponding
z-scores and dividing by the square root of 2. In this dissertation, the cognitive load can be
estimated as high or low.

4.7

Design Patterns of Spatiotemporal Visualization in Use

By analyzing the five categories of design patterns, this study identifies three effective
spatiotemporal visualizations within the design space. This section presents and analyzes
these visualizations with practical examples.
4.7.1

Example 1: Napoleon’s Russian Campaign of 1812

Figure 4.32 Napoleon’s Russian campaign of 1812, created by Charles Joseph Minard
(Tufte, 2001).
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4.7.1.1 Context
Figure 4.32 shows Napoleon’s Russian campaign of 1812, a famous visualization created
by Charles Joseph Minard (Tufte, 2001). It portrays five types of data: geographical location, time, temperature, troop size, and direction. The visualization aims to tell the story of
433 million troops traveling from Poland to Moscow and only 10 thousand troops returning.
It intuitively shows the flows of the army and explains the losses of the soldiers. A temperature chart is placed at the bottom to support the author’s argument: the freezing temperatures may have had a significant influence on the army’s retreat. The incredible loss and
the direction of travel are captured by the upper broad bright band and the lower narrow
dark band with clarity and efficiency.
4.7.1.2 Related Patterns
The related patterns used in this visualization are as follows:
1. Space Pattern: Line
2. Time Pattern: Linear
3. Interaction Pattern: Overview
4. Scale Pattern: High Spatial Fidelity, High Temporal Fidelity
4.7.1.3 Solution
The widely known standard line representations for spatial data are flow lines or arrows.
Minard’s map of Napoleon’s march to Moscow (Tufte, 2001) is a classic example of storylines. The geolocation data is depicted as text and integrated into the flows. The visualization uses lines to encode geospatial attributes. Viewers can easily comprehend the spatial
information.

The visualization uses a linear pattern to represent the temporal information. A linear timeline is used to display time at the bottom.

Minard only shows an overview of the positions of Napoleon's army. There are no other
interactions in the static image.
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The plot uses a map to depict spatial locations. The flow design can be scaled to different
levels of spatial granularity with high spatial fidelity. The timeline is able to show time
series data to scale because of the flexibility of the linear design. Thus, the visualization
has high temporal fidelity.
The presented visual metaphors are intuitive and straightforward, which matches viewers’
mental models. Therefore, the cognitive load is low. During the design process, designers
may need to negotiate the trade-off of combining multivariate data and maximizing the
visual comparisons of value differences. This design sheds light on developing robust spatiotemporal visualization to simultaneously analyze multiple data attributes and spatiotemporal behaviors.
4.7.2 Example 2: VIS-STAMP

Figure 4.33 Spatiotemporal data in a reorderable matrix (top left), geographical small
multiple (top right), parallel coordinate plot (bottom left), and self-organizing map (bottom right) (Guo, Chen, MacEachren, & Liao, 2006) © 2006, IEEE.

4.7.2.1 Context
Guo et al. (2006) created a tool called VIS-STAMP to visualize spatiotemporal and multivariate data (Figure 4.33). The tool aims to help analysts explore and interpret complex
patterns across geographic, temporal, and multivariate dimensions. The authors used the
IEEE InfoVis 2005 Contest data set with 563, 000+ records to demonstrate the visualization tool. The data set contains geographical information (US state name and zip code),
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temporal information (years), and other attributes (industry type, primary product type,
sales, and employees).
4.7.2.2 Related Patterns
The related patterns used in VIS-STAMP are as follows:
1. Space Pattern: Area
2. Time Pattern: Matrix, Linear, Small Multiples
3. Interaction Pattern: Overview, Filter, Brushing, and Linking
4. Scale Pattern: High Temporal Fidelity
4.7.2.3 Solution
The top right of Figure 4.33 is a small multiple of maps showing the spatial distribution of
the companies over time. Each small map denotes the multivariate patterns over different
states per year. The colored states correspond to the colors of the clusters in the reorderable
matrix from the top left. The space pattern used in the small multiples is the area. The time
pattern is the linear and small multiples.

In Figure 4.33, the reorderable matrix and self-organizing map present time and space with
colored cells. In the reorderable matrix, the columns correspond to time and rows are locations. Users can order the rows to explore the spatial distribution patterns. The tool uses a
self-organizing map to order matrix clusters. Each cell is a SOM node and nearby clusters
have similar colors. Analysts examine temporal trends across the states through the matrixes. The time pattern provides the matrix.

Figure 4.33 is an overview of multivariate patterns. Analysts can select and drag clusters
from the reorderable matrix and the other views update the data level in response to that
selection. All views are linked and scaled to the selected proportions. Thus, the interaction
pattern includes the overview, filter, brushing, and linking.

VIS-STAMP shows the temporal dimension of a hierarchical and sortable matrix and supports the exploration and temporal trends on different levels of detail. The time series data
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are clustered with the self-organizing map. The parallel coordinates also clearly show temporal patterns. The scale pattern has high temporal fidelity. However, there are some limitations to the approach: the individual map becomes very small when there are many maps
present, and the visualization is only suitable to display state level locations and cannot
scale to city-level or point-level locations. Thus, the scale pattern has low spatial fidelity.

VIS-STAMP effectively identifies complex multivariate relationships across spatial, temporal, and attribute dimensions. The connected four views are flexible and intuitive for
analysts, who can perform tasks and gain insights from the spatiotemporal data. The cognitive load is relatively low.
4.7.3

Example 3: GeoAnalytics

Figure 4.34 GeoAnalytics with parallel coordinates, choropleth maps, and 2D scatter
charts of unemployment in Sweden from 1999 – 2004 (Jern & Franzen, 2006) © 2006,
IEEE
4.7.3.1 Context
GeoAnalytics (Jern & Franzen, 2006) tries to accomplish the goals of exploring and identifying multivariate and temporal relationships with a spatial dimension using Sweden’s
socio-economic data from specific locations (Figure 4.34). This tool is suitable to visualize
high-dimensional data with a limited number of geographical locations.
4.7.3.2 Related Patterns
The related patterns used in GeoAnalytics are as follows:
1. Space Pattern: Area
2. Time Pattern: Linear
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3. Interaction Pattern: Overview, Filter, Brushing, and Linking
4. Scale Pattern: High Temporal Fidelity
4.7.3.3 Solution
In Figure 4.34, GeoAnalytics includes four main views: parallel coordinates (bottom left),
time series graph (bottom right), scatter plot (top right), and choropleth map (top left). The
integrated parallel coordinates and time series graphs are suitable to represent attribute data
from single time steps or time periods. These graphs are used to describe dynamic changes
over time. The time pattern is linear.

There is an absence of the spatial dimension in the parallel coordinate and time graphs
because the designers care about the temporal patterns and events in the data set. However,
GeoAnalytics designers also want to learn more about the patterns and trends in geography.
They balanced these competing considerations with two choropleth maps as well as an
overview and context map. The spatial pattern is the area.

The interaction patterns used in this system include an overview, filter, brushing, and linking. These four components provide an overview of the entire collection. The changes in
the colored regions of the choropleth map will automatically update the corresponding municipalities in the parallel coordinates and time graphs. All views are simultaneously timelinked and allow analysts to compare data dynamically.

GeoAnalytics enables the user to visualize time variants at different levels of granularity
from the time series and time trend graphs, so it has high temporal fidelity. The choropleth
and context maps do not scale to different space levels; therefore, GeoAnalytics has low
spatial fidelity.
GeoAnalytics’ framework considers cognitive and perceptual design principles. The visual
representations of range sliders, interactive selection, and dynamic data filtering facilitate
data exploration with minimal cognitive load. Thus, this system features low cognitive load.
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4.8

Conclusion

This chapter presented a pattern language approach to explore the design space of spatiotemporal visualization. Fifteen patterns were categorized into four different dimensions:
space, time, interaction, and scale. Three examples were provided to illustrate the utility of
pattern languages in spatiotemporal visualization. Researchers can benefit from the use of
design patterns and further apply them to guide or evaluate spatiotemporal visualization
practices.
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CASE STUDY 1: ROUTINEMAP: VISUALIZING
SPATIAL, TEMPORAL, AND DAILY COMMUTE PATTERNS
AND ACTIVITIES

The purpose of the first application is to provide insight into spatiotemporal visualization
design that integrates spatial, temporal, and thematic information into a single view. It is
challenging to combine time and geographical space without complicated interactions.
This dissertation developed an application called RoutineMap (Figure 5.1) as a window
into design thinking for the production of effective visualization that prioritizes both spatial
and temporal information. RoutineMap visualizes people’s daily routines on a map with
vehicle GPS data. The proposed polygon-based visualization concurrently integrates time
and space visualization and can be generalized to calendar event data and animation immigration data. Based on the analysis of different design options, this approach also attempts
to address the trade-offs that arise at these decision points. With the simple changes in
polygons, the solution could be scaled up to accommodate much higher numbers of subjects, or extend to different time periods.

Figure 5.1 RoutineMap visualizes users’ daily commute routines based on vehicle GPS
data. In this system, the concentric dodecagons represent activities in a single location for
(A) a group of subjects over a single day or (B) a single subject over multiple periods.
Moreover, dots of different sizes represent related events, such as credit card transactions.
Figure A represents an overview of the one-subject-multiple-period mode. This view displays elementary information for one person’s daily routine with clear office hours, favorite restaurants, credit transactions, and driving paths. Figure B represents a portion of
one-subject-multiple-period view for one subject. For example, when the person goes to a
café near his/her office to have meals on a daily basis. Figure C represents a portion of
one-period-multiple-subject mode. Everybody comes to office from around 8 a.m. to 12
p.m. and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., and several people go to a nearby café together for Lunch.
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5.1

Motivation

In a normal situation, people’s daily activities largely follow a periodic pattern within a
limited range; for example, going to work regularly via a fixed commute route, regularly
stopping at favorite restaurants and preferred shopping stores. In the spatiotemporal data
analysis, spatial information and temporal information are equally important and closely
linked, so it is critical for users to recognize both datasets in order to gain a more efficient
and effective interpretation.

According to Peuquet (1994), there are three key components in spatiotemporal data: space
(where), time (when), and subjects (what). “Where” indicates spatial reference information,
“when” marks the time, and “what” refers to the subject. Instead of visually analyzing
“where,” “what,” and “when” separately, it is essential and more effective to display spatial
and temporal components in an integrated view (Shrestha, Miller, Zhu, & Zhao, 2013).
However, due to the limitation of the 2D screen, many visualization techniques focus on
one single dimension, either time or space. Visualizing the other dimensions becomes supplementary.
This system aims to visualize and analyze humans’ habitual life activities, which will provide valuable insight into their personal lives and movement intention. RoutineMap is suitable for comparatively sparse locations where the interest is focused on activities at those
locations. RoutineMap was built upon the previous work of Dodeca – Rings Map (Guo et
al., 2014), which won an award in a major international competition in Visual Analytics in
2014. After the competition, researchers conducted analyst evaluations, revised, and enriched the work significantly. The developments warrant this section to thoroughly discuss
the new visualization design and the following innovations:

1. Provide a unique polygon rings approach to integrate and concurrently visualize
“when,” “where,” “who,” and “what” data in a single spatiotemporal view. Polygons naturally nested into concentric rings intuitively reveal activity patterns, daily
routines, and even social interactions.
2. Conduct a user study to evaluate the legibility of this approach.
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3. Modify simple interactions to enhance pattern identification and detail investigation based on event-related changes.
4. Propose scale-up solutions to accommodate much higher numbers of subjects, and
extend to different time slots in a reasonable scalability range.
5. Explore the application of RoutineMap to social habits and animal tracking.

5.2

Data Characteristics

A GPS tracking dataset typically contains timestamp, latitude, and longitude. It usually
records locations in short time intervals, for example, every second. Some GPS trackers
are smart enough to trigger data recording only when the subject is moving, while others
may continuously record the data. If the GPS tracker does not have new records for a prolonged time (e.g. > 60 seconds), or the location does not change for a while, this implies
that the subject currently stops at a location. With multiple GPS tracking devices, it is easy
to identify each GPS with a unique ID. A basic GPS dataset is featured in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 GPS Tracking Data Extracted From a Commercial GPS Device
ID
1
1
1
1
2

Time
2015-06-27T23:04:06Z
2015-06-27T23:04:07Z
2015-06-27T23:04:08Z
2015-06-27T23:15:02Z
2015-06-27T22:02:01Z

Lat
46.25901
46.25879
46.25857
46.25856
46.22856

Lon
-119.266
-119.266
-119.265
-119.265
-120.326

Events from different times and locations are represented by the GPS tracking data. If an
event is associated with a moving subject, we can easily locate the event using the
timestamped dataset.

Human activity and movement are regular and relatively predictable. Simulation data from
the 2014 VAST Mini-challenge 2 demonstrates high fidelity on spatial and temporal dimensions. The data captures the key characteristics of human life patterns and is representative of the real daily activities. The characteristics of the data match the activity patterns from many empirical studies of human mobility. Researchers conducted a small-scale
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study by tracking several people for a short period of time. The characteristics of the tracking results were very similar to the VAST data. In the following section, this dissertation
will use the VAST data to present and discuss RoutineMap, given that it is a representative
dataset and avoids invading subjects’ privacy.

GPS tracking data from the VAST Challenge dataset contains 40 cars and trucks with GPS
trackers for a two-week period. Car drivers operate their personal vehicles, while two or
more drivers often share one truck. Each GPS has its unique ID. The data contains 70
million GPS records with geographic coordinates, timestamps, and vehicle IDs, as well as
1500 credit card transactions and 1400 loyalty card transactions, including records with
timestamps, store names, prices, and the drivers’ names.

5.3

RoutineMap Design

RoutinMap aims at integrating spatial and temporal information in one view. So the time
graph pattern is suitable to show the time-space connectivity. The radial pattern is used to
display time series data because this pattern matches the serial periodic nature of human
routines.

The web application, RoutineMap, is built in a standard LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL,
and PHP) environment. It is implemented in modern Web browsers using HTML5, CSS,
SVG, JavaScript, jQuery, and the D3 visualization toolkit.
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5.3.1

A Dodecagon to Integrate When, What, and Where

Figure 5.2 One dodecagon represents space (where), time (when), and event (what). We
can tell that the subject goes back home twice, from about 6 p.m. to a bit before 7 p.m.
and about 9 p.m. to a bit before 8 a.m.
Inspired by the clock, researchers chose a closed n-sided regular polygon to represent one
period. With marks on its sides, the polygon located on the map can naturally integrate
time, space, and subject information, making it possible for the analyst to quickly identify
patterns and events (Figure 5.2). To represent one day, researchers map 24 hours on the
dodecagon: each side represents two hours. The vertices help us to distinguish different
hours. The thick orange segment on the outline of the dodecagon denotes the time range of
stay at the current location, with start and end times. When the subject stays at one location
without moving (we choose 1 minute in this dataset), researchers consider this location as
a Point of Interest (POI) and place one dodecagon at the location with the time of stay
marked with orange segments. The person may visit the same place several times during
different time periods, which will result in multiple orange segments marked of one dodecagon. The color dots show activities at this location, such as social media communications
or credit card transactions. The dot’s radius can encode values such as the number of tweets
created or the amount of money spent. Using the dodecagon, the analyst can easily see
when, where, and what occurred. The dodecagon has a logo in the middle where the location types are shown. Different logos correspond to the different location types (e.g., café,
shop, bar, office building, or house). Accordingly, one dodecagon displays two attributes:
time (when), and subjects (what). By placing the dodecagon on a map, the third attribute
of location (where) is represented.
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5.3.2

Mapping Temporal Information to the Polygon

Visualizing time series data using a circular layout usually encodes time as rings, clocks,
and spirals. Radial visualizations usually map time data to the angles of a circle. In RoutineMap, time series data are mapped to the lines of each dodecagon. Analysts are able to
read the time value based on the percentage of the length divided by each side. If we use a
dodecagon to represent 24 hours, each side equates to 120 minutes. A point P lies in the
line segment AB and divides AB in the ratio a: b. Given that there are n vertices before
point P, the time data t at point P is as follows:

(𝑛 − 1) ∗ 2 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑎
∗ 120 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠, 𝑎 < 𝑏
𝑎+𝑏

Or
((𝑛 − 1) ∗ 2 + 1) ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑎−𝑏
∗ 60 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠, 𝑎 ≥ 𝑏
𝑎+𝑏

Instead of reading and comparing angles, RoutineMap enables analysts to read and compare line lengths. According to Cleveland and McGill (1984), the position-length judgment
is more accurate than the angle judgment. Therefore, compared to the circle, the polygon
approach may potentially be more effective in helping users read the corresponding hour
and minutes.
5.3.3

Nested Dodecagons in Two Modalities

There are two modes in RoutineMap. One-period-multiple-subject mode shows different
subjects’ activities during a certain period (Figure 5.3a), and one-subject-multiple-period
mode denotes one subject’s activity during multiple periods (Figure 5.3b).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.3 RoutineMap’s main interface. (a) the default view is the one-period-multiplesubject mode, showing multiple cars in one day. (b) the second view is one-subject-multiple-period mode displaying one car’s activities over multiple days.
Researchers use dodecagons with different radii to distinguish different subjects in the day
(one-period-all-subject) or different days for the subject (one-subject-all-period). The radius corresponds to the subject’s ID or the day. When multiple subjects stay at the same
location during one period, or the same subject stays at the location during multiple periods,
these dodecagons will naturally be nested together and show patterns (Figure 5.4). From
the inside to the outside, the dodecagon can represent car1 to car(n) (Figure 5.4a) or day 1
to day (n) in ascending order (Figure 5.4b). The red color dots on the rings show who
carries out the activity at the location and when. The polylines connecting the centers of
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the dodecagons show the subjects’ trajectories. The nested dodecagons define certain relationships of groupings or occurrences. They make it easier to spatially perceive changes
and identify event sequences over time.

In Figure 5.4a, eight subjects went to a restaurant during the day. Three had lunch at around
12:30 p.m., six were in the restaurant after work, from about 6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Among these people, two subjects went there twice for lunch and again for dinner. The red
dots show that they paid the bill with a credit card. Figure 5.4b tells us that the subject
arrives at work at around 8 a.m., leaves at about 12:00 p.m., and returns to work from about
2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on weekdays. There is a gap between the polygons, showing that the
subject does not work during the weekends.

Nested dodecagons also enable analysts to discover social interactions. Figure 5.4c shows
that five people gathered at a club after 12 p.m. and stayed for at least two hours. They all
spent some money in the club. By clicking on the location icon, analysts can check the
visitors of this club on the day in a summarized table. The table shows that the five people
are all executives in the same company. We can tell that these people may be closely related.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4 Dodecagons are nested at POIs to show patterns and events. (a) In the one-period-multiple-subject mode, several subjects regularly visit a restaurant and pay the bill
with a credit card. (b) In the one-subject-multiple-period mode, the subject works a regular schedule during weekdays. (c) In the one-period-multiple-subject mode, five subjects
met at a club after 12 p.m. and stayed for at least two hours.
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5.3.4

Merging Close-by Parking Locations

Figure 5.5 Left: original dodecagons were not concentric since parking spot locations
varied. Right: merged version, nearby dodecagons are concentric.
Extracting POIs (places of interest) is crucial to spatiotemporal data analysis. If a subject
spends a long time in one place, we consider the place significant. A group of subjects may
have multiple stays within a place, or the subjects may periodically visit the same locations.
The repeated stays/stops at POIs can reflect a person’s daily routine and relationships
among people. POIs are key elements for analyzing and comparing entities’ behaviors. A
dodecagon is drawn on the map if a subject stops at one place for longer than a set period
of time. But subjects will not usually stay at the exact same place. If we use the original
location values, the dodecagons will appear like the left image in Figure 5.5. We can see
that many stops are very close. These rings are nested and nearly concentric. If the two
locations are very close (e.g. different spots in the same parking lot), they should be considered as the same place for the purposes of this study.

Researchers adopted a complete-link clustering approach to extract POIs. Given our two
groups, G, and H, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the distance between elements 𝑖 𝜖 𝐺 and 𝑗 𝜖 𝐻; dissimilarities between G, H is the distance between the farthest cluster elements. The function can be described by the following expression:
𝐷(𝐺, 𝐻) = max 𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝜖𝐺,𝑗𝜖𝐻

Researchers merge the close-by locations (100 meters in this study) into one (Figure 5.5
right) in order to make the ring patterns easy to read. For each point, i in cluster G, every
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other point j in its cluster satisfies 𝑑𝑖𝑗 <=100. The center of each cluster is a simple average
of all locations within 100 meters. After clustering, nested rings become concentric and the
patterns of stay and activities become clearer.

5.4

RoutineMap Interaction Design

Figure 5.3 shows the main interface of RoutineMap. By default, it shows multiple cars’
information in one day (Figure 5.3a). The analyst can easily switch between this multiplecar-one-period mode to the one-car-multiple-period mode (Figure 5.3b) by clicking on the
calendar icon in the left panel. RoutineMap supports various interactions that allow analysts to filter and examine attributes in detail.

(a)

(b)

(
(c)

(d)

Figure 5.6 (a) Five people meet at one location from 12:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. All of them
spent some money in the club. (b) Two subjects live together, go to a café shop for breakfast every morning, and go to another café for dinner several times during the week. (c)
One person visited another’s home at 3:30 a.m. and left at about 8 a.m. in the morning
twice during two weeks. (d) Another person visited a car repair shop twice during the two
weeks. He stayed in the shop from 7:40 p.m. to 8:40 p.m. and spent money on Friday.
In the multiple-car-one-period mode, detecting the common patterns of cars is very easy
via the identification approach of “seeing that” (Maceachren & Ganter, 1990). It is easy to
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capture significant social events, such as when all the executives have a party (Figure 5.6a)
and which employees from different departments are friends (Figure 5.6b).

While a mouse hovers over a dodecagon, the dodecagon is highlighted, and the other related dodecagons (the same car in multiple-car-one-period mode, or the same day in onecar-multiple-period mode) will also be highlighted (Figure 5.1a). This allows the analyst
to conveniently capture the detailed route for this particular car or day. By doing so, the
incoming and outcoming trajectories of a dodecagon and different visits belonging to the
same subject or the same day are clear. Analysts can understand the direction of the motion
along trajectories through reading the temporal information on the highlighted rings. For
example, based on the orange segments highlighted in Figure 5.1a, the visualization shows
that a person visited a coffee shop at about 8 a.m., went to work at around 8:30 a.m.,
stopped at a restaurant at about 12:30 p.m., went back to work at about 1:30 p.m., visited
the same restaurant at around 7 p.m. and went home at around 10 p.m.. Identifying daily
activities and differentiating people’s routines becomes very simple using RoutineMap.

The analyst can compare two different subjects in one period (one-period-multiple-subject
mode) or compare two days for the subject (one-subject-multiple-period mode). To do so,
the analyst can click on a dodecagon to freeze the highlighting of related dodecagons (denoting the same subject or the same day). The analyst can then move over another dodecagon to use a different color to highlight another set of dodecagons, which will allow the
analyst to compare the two dodecagon sets and trajectories with different colors.
In the one-subject-multiple-period mode, the analyst can easily identify an individual’s
daily patterns. For example, what places does the driver usually visit after work? If so, how
often do these visits occur? When did an event happen at the given location? Furthermore,
we can see some anomalies; for example, one person visits another person’s house from 1
a.m. to 6 a.m. (Figure 5.6c) and one person goes to a car repair shop every day (Figure
5.6d). Therefore, a single map view allows analysts to identify abnormal events occurring
in the spatial context and explore them in more detail.
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5.4.1

Zoom in to Solve Issue of Overlapping

In reality, locations may not distribute evenly on the map. Some locations may be very
close. For example, Figure 5.7 left shows an overlapping problem across different groups
of dodecagons. The nearby dodecagons may intertwine with the neighbors and can cause
legibility issues. To solve the problem, researchers use desynchronized scale rates for when
the analyst zooms in between the overall view and dodecagons. Researchers set the scale
rate of rings to half of the one for the map. For example, if the map zooms to a scale of 2X
(twice the previous size), the rings only zoom to a scale of 1.2X size. Thus, the distance
between two rings is doubled, while the rings themselves only expand 20%, which will
separate the overlapping rings. Therefore, overlapping will be avoided as an analyst zooms
in (Figure 5.7 right).

Figure 5.7 Desynchronized zoom in to solve issue of overlapping nested rings
5.5
5.5.1

Evaluation Studies
Expert Reviews

Expert reviews (also called heuristic evaluation) is a usability inspection method to identify
problems in the system design. It is quick and easy to obtain first-hand critiques and feedback. RoutineMap received expert peer reviewed from six domain experts who are all PhDs
in information visualization and visual analytics. The peer reviewers provided scores, professional comments, valuable insights, and critical reviews based on RoutineMap’s fundamental principles, including effectiveness, innovation, scalability, and capability of handling data. The reviewers used expert judgments to evaluate RoutineMap and provided us
with professional comments and valuable insights into this novel visualization approach.
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The reviewers recorded that the visualization tool represents the data well, allows for easy
analysis and exploration. One reviewer mentioned “the structure of the analytical technique
was established by the team as a delineation of the methodology, making the entire structure understandable. By providing the definitions of the graphics, what information they
were depicting, how that information was visually organized, and what analytical data was
obtainable via the information, the depiction became self-explanatory.” Another reviewer
confirmed the design as “a concise, well-presented project which successfully applies various geospatial and temporal visualization methods for the analysis of the provided dataset.
…It is easy to switch from an overview to the underlying 'raw' data, which is essential if
one wants to draw reliable conclusions from the visualization.”

There were also comments about the overall design of the visualization, and references to
its design as attractive as well as informative. One reviewer emphasized, “the handling of
temporal patterns through the concentric dodecagon rings is very elegant.” The informal
evaluations also showed that the events concerning daily and social activities/relationships,
meaningful suspicious activities, or nonsuspicious unusual events could be immediately
apparent to analysts. The system facilitates exploration of various data points
simultaneously and focuses on particular cars (employees) or locations. In general, the
method provides good evidence and interpretations for judging the nature of the discovered
events.
5.5.2

An Evaluation of RoutineMap System

Based on the expert review, we designed a user study with six tasks to evaluate
RoutineMap’s performance.
5.5.2.1 Evaluation Plan and Procedure
Sixteen users were recruited to the user study. All of them were college students ranging
from 20-30 years of age. Eight are males and eight are females. They have different academic backgrounds and nationalities (American, Indian, Chinese, Korean, and Mexican).
Each participant completed a single 15-minute session. After introducing the system and
the testing procedure, we invited participants to perform a list of six tasks and encouraged
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them to think aloud. During the whole process, we only observed the participants and recorded their accuracy and the time required to complete each task. To enhance the efficiency
of the study, we used paper and pencils.
5.5.2.2 Tasks and Questionnaire
The purpose of the tasks was to measure participants’ interpretation of the polygon-based
visualization and identification of patterns over time.

The six tasks were:
1. The dodecagon represents car 32. Where was car 32 at 9 p.m. on this day?
2. The dodecagon represents car 30. When did car 30 visit the car repair shop on this
day?
3. Are there any people gathering at the restaurant for dinner on this day? If so, how
many?
4. The dodecagon represents car 29. Describe a typical day for the driver. (Please focus on when, where, and the movement path of the car.)
5. The picture shows 45 cars’ activities during one day. Please identify any events you
notice on the map. (From inside to outside, the dodecagons represent car 1 to car
45.)
6. The picture shows the activities of car 15 during two weeks. Please identify any
abnormal events you notice on the map. (From inside to outside, the nested dodecagons represent day 1 to day 19.)
5.5.2.3 Results and Discussion
For the six tasks, 1 was recorded if a given answer was correct, while 0 was recorded for a
wrong answer. In terms of accuracy on task 2, a given answer was recorded as correct if it
was less than or more than 10 minutes of the correct answer. Task 5 required subjects to
identify a total of four events. The abnormal events identified on task 6 should be two. The
accuracy in terms of task 5 and 6 was recorded by dividing the given answer by the corresponding correct answer.
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Three out of 16 subjects gave an incorrect answer for task 1 as well as task 2. They all
identified the time on the dodecagon with the 12-hour clock metaphor instead of the 24hour clock metaphor. It indicated that people’s mental model of the 12-hour clock may
affect their performance on reading temporal information in RoutineMap. The accuracy on
tasks 3 and 4 was 100%. Tasks 4, 5, and 6 asked subjects to identify and give descriptive
examples of events. All of the subjects were able to describe the daily routine of a car driver
and identify the time, locations, and related activities. Moreover, we found that the average
number of events identified on task 5 was 3.31 with a standard deviation of 1.66, and the
average number of abnormal events on task 6 was 1.75 with a standard deviation of 1.39.
The task results reveal that subjects were able to identify most of the events.

Additionally, the strategies necessary to recognize temporal information on the dodecagons
were quite different. Participants invented a number of visual aids to assist themselves.
Some users wrote down the location of 0 a.m., 6 a.m., 12 p.m., 16 p.m., 18 p.m. and 20
p.m. on the paper, which is regarded as references to recognize the time and events. Some
of them divided the area into pieces to identify the time. Several participants referred back
to the sample image at the beginning of this survey. Some of them initially noticed the most
popular area and then moved to the other parts of the map.
5.5.3

Comparison Between Circle and Dodecagon

5.5.3.1 Objectives and Research Questions
The goal of this evaluation is to compare the visualization effectiveness of a circle and a
dodecagon with the 24-hour clock metaphor. The objective is to understand if the dodecagon outperforms the circle in regards to fewer errors and faster completion time. The hypothesis is as follows:

H1: On 24-hour clock metaphor graphs, the discernible 12-sided polygon will result in
more accurate reading time than a circle.

H2: On 24-hour clock metaphor graphs, the discernible 12-sided polygon will result in
faster reading time than a circle.
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5.5.3.2 Design and Tasks
We set up an experiment to measure the completion time and errors of reading time series
data with a dodecagon and a circle. Subjects were required to complete the task shown in
Figure 5.8.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.8 Screenshots of the task. (a) Task: identify the time of the red dot on the dodecagon and the circle; (b) Images for the post-testing interview.
The task used a one-way ANOVA to compare the visualization effectiveness of the circle
and the dodecagon. The within-subjects design required the participants in the experiment
to do 24 tests under two shape conditions. We ran a series of two independent questions 12
times.

Before the experiment, participants were briefed about the objectives and procedures of the
experiment. All time points for each question were generated randomly. Participants were
required to read the time points as accurately and quickly as possible. Figure 5.8 shows an
example of the first round of tasks. We used red to encode the time. We asked the users to
answer the following question for the presented graph: “Please identify the time of the red
dot and pick the related hours and minutes on the next page.”
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The survey notified subjects of how many questions remained after each trail. We recorded
user’s answers and the completion time for the trails. There was no time limit for each
question. Participants were instructed to glance at the diagram, click the next button, and
choose the correct answer from a drop down list of hours (0 – 23) and a drop down list of
minutes (0 – 59) on the next page. Both the perceived hours and minutes were logged.
Their reading time was recorded after the next button was clicked. Participants were not
allowed to go back to review the graph or modify the submitted result.
5.5.3.3 Post-testing Interview
At the end of the survey, we conducted a short interview with participants. We showed
participants two images and asked them to pick which they prefer—circle or dodecagon—
in terms of aesthetic and legibility (Figure 5.8). Their strategies to read the times were also
documented as well as their comments on the designs.
5.5.3.4 Participants and Instruments
In order to minimize the possibility of demand characteristics, we recruited participants
who were not aware of the experimenter's hypothesis. We recruited subjects via a flyer, email newsletter, and class announcements. There were 55 subjects (39 males, 16 females)
between 15 and 45 years of age who participated voluntarily. All but one participant were
from our university and represented a broad range of academic backgrounds: 23 Computer
Graphics Technology graduate students, 13 undergraduate Engineering students, five Art
and Design graduate students, and undergraduate and graduate students from Building
Construction Management, Chemistry, Aviation Technology, Audiology, and Linguistics.

The study was conducted in a laboratory environment where researchers were able to provide detailed instructions. Participants used a mouse to perform the tasks on a computer
with a 24-inch LED monitor and 1600*900 pixel resolution. The average duration of the
survey was about 15 minutes per participant. Participants were allowed to take breaks at
the end of each task.
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5.5.3.5 Results
5.5.3.5.1 Data Analysis
We eliminated the data of seven participants who withdrew from the study prior to completion. The 48 remaining participants (13 females, 35 males) varied in their academic
backgrounds. The total number of trails for the task was 1152. The clock time shown on
different diagrams appeared in units of minutes. The completion time was measured in
seconds.
5.5.3.5.2 Timing Errors and Completion Time
H1 mainly considered the effects of shapes regarding the timing correctness. The overall
average error across variations was 26.20 min with the standard error of 1.22 min for the
circle, and 16.13 min with the standard error of 1.22 min for the dodecagon. We used SAS
to perform a repeated-measures ANOVA of the individual differences with a standard significance level α = 0.05 to determine the statistical significance between the two conditions.
ANOVA showed that there was a significant effect of the shape on errors (F (1, 1151) =
43.03; p < .0001). A noticeable mean difference was visible across the two shapes with p
< .0001. Closer pairwise comparisons showed that dodecagon was significantly more accurate than a circle (p < .0001).

Therefore, H1 was accepted. There was a significant mean difference between the circle
and the dodecagon with respect to time reading errors. There was a high probability that
the dodecagon was more accurate for reading compared to the circle.

The results also showed that the dodecagon is slightly better with the average completion
time of 12.68 s and the standard deviation of 13.45 s. The mean completion time for the
circle was 14.22 s and the standard deviation was 17.62 s. However, the ANOVA didn’t
show that there was a significant effect on the completion time of errors (F (1, 1151) =
1.04; p = .3730). The f-value and p-value, respectively, tested the null hypothesis that the
completion time did not explain a significant proportion of the shape variance. Therefore,
H2 was rejected. We can conclude that there was not a significant mean difference between
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the circle and dodecagon with respect to completion time reading speed. There was a comparatively small probability that the dodecagon would result in faster reading time than the
circle.
5.5.3.5.3 Participant Feedback
After the survey, we conducted a short interview with participants. 66% of them preferred
the circle in terms of aesthetics, while 34% chose the dodecagon. 82% of the participants
chose the dodecagon in terms of legibility, while 18% preferred the circle. Thus, the dodecagon was voted as a powerful approach to reading the time points and the circle was
regarded as a more visually-appealing shape.

Furthermore, participants provided comments on their reading strategies. Most identified
the time points based on adding intervals or counting lines on the polygon. At first, they
counted how many sides the figure had and related the vertices to the hour markings on the
clock as a reference. Thus, they used the percentage of the line between the two vertices as
the percentage of minutes transpired in that hour.

As we can see, it was easier to tell which time value was featured on the polygons because
people can use each point to signify the hour. However, it was very interesting to notice
that many participants defaulted to think that the glyph started in a.m. in the first experiment. They used the bottom of the decagon as 6:00, far left as 9:00, and the far right as
3:00. Although we told participants that one polygon represented a 24-hour day, they still
mentally marked 12 and 6 as the top and bottom vertices instead of using 0 and 12. The
majority of the outliers in our raw data set resulted from people’s 12-hour time experience.
Here we borrowed a term called anchoring from psychology to describe people’s intuitive
estimation. Anchoring refers to the cognitive bias that influences the way human beings
intuitively make a decision. Humans have a tendency to use the initial piece of information
to interpret information. 12-hour time and clocks are commonly used in daily life. Since
people rely heavily on the initial time information stored in their brain, it is difficult for
them to convert to a 24-hour format.
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5.6

Discussion and Limitations

We received positive outcomes from the evaluation studies, but we also noticed some potential risks and limitations; for example, whether or not RoutineMap is able to visualize
other spatiotemporal datasets, whether or not the polygon metaphor can visualize other
time units, and what is the scalability limit of RoutineMap.
5.6.1

Generalization to Different Datasets

We used RoutineMap to examine a set of real animal tracking data. The GPS tracking data
is for one young bald eagle generated from the New Jersey Bald Eagle tracking project
(Smith & Clark, 2014) and was accessed through Movebank Data Repository (“Movebank,”
n.d.). It includes specific timestamps, latitude, and longitude of a juvenile bald eagle (about
8.5 weeks old) who was fitted with a GPS tracking device from 05/22/2014 to 12/03/2015.
Unlike our previous simulation data, the animal tracking GPS data are in irregular log intervals ranging from every few seconds to minutes.
Figure 5.9 provides a holistic view of the eagle’s activities in June and November of 2014.
It is in the one-eagle-multiple-days mode. A dodecagon is plotted if the bald eagle stays in
one place for more than 5 minutes. Within 0.1 miles, the nearby dodecagons are merged to
be concentric. We can see a clear spatiotemporal pattern of the eagle’s daily activities from
Figure 5.9. In June, the eagle sleeps in a nest at night (bottom right corner of Figure 5.9a).
It also tends to stay at one location close to the nest. Before June 10th, the bald eagle remains
around the nest because it is still young (about 10 weeks). After June 10th, it started to take
short flights to some nearby places and frequently returned to the nest tree. Some frequent
southeast flights were made in the late morning. It also frequently visited two places in the
north of the nest and spent considerable time there in the afternoon and at night. Figure
5.9b is a screenshot of the bald eagle’s activities from November 3-10. We can see that it
is migrating southward. It chose to begin the migration in the afternoons and rested in the
evenings. With this real but imperfect dataset, we are able to demonstrate that RoutineMap
is an ideal tool to study the life habitat of bald eagles, including their nesting and migratory
patterns.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.9 One bird in multiple days. (a) Juvenile bald eagle behavior patterns during the
fledging period in June. (b) Juvenile bald eagle migratory patterns from November 3-10.

5.6.2

Different Time Unites to Scale

RoutineMap uses a 12-sided regular polygon to represent a day. The 12 sides have been
carefully chosen to meet the 24-hour day cycle. For other time units, for example, we can
visualize a week with a seven-sided regular polygon (one day per side, Figure 5.10). The
daily pattern is somewhat vague, but the weekly pattern is definitely clear. Figure 5.10
indicates that people’s routines varied little day to day, but weekends routines varied. People usually went to their workplace five days a week and came home from work. Sometimes they visited coffee shops in the morning and a few frequented restaurants for lunch
and dinner. However, the weekends were filled with different activities, such as shopping,
exercising, fixing cars, etc. Few people went to the office during the weekends. A dodecagon can also represent the twelve months of a year. Since the length of each month varies
(28 days to 31 days), using a circle may better visualize monthly events.
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Figure 5.10 40 Subjects’ weekly routine patterns. A heptagon represents one week. Inside
and outside rings represent different subjects.
5.6.3

Scalability

When there are a large number of subjects, eventually the radii of the nested dodecagons
will grow very large, which will cause severe overlapping and legibility problems. It will
be hard to discern groups and patterns in the mass (Figure 5.11 top). We can reduce the
space between rings, but considering the limited visual acuity and monitor resolution of
human perception, we cannot make the dodecagon too small; therefore, we have to preserve
the gaps among dodecagons.

Figure 5.11 Scale to many subjects with aggregation for a one-day period. Top: 80 subjects. Bottom: nested rings are compressed into one ring with color shade clearly showing
the frequency of stay.
One way to solve this scalability problem is by using aggregation to fill all subjects in one
dodecagon (Figure 5.11 bottom). We tried to use color shades to encode the percentage of
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stays. The line width is determined by the stay with the highest density. Darker colors, such
as deep yellows, represent frequent stays during the given time period, while lighter colors
represent shorter stays. Thus, dodecagons are flexible enough to handle large datasets and
show daily spatiotemporal information. They can preserve the overview of the large datasets without obtaining perfect geospatial accuracy. However, we admit that this method
sacrifices the details of individual subjects. Analysts can zoom in or click on one thick ring
to expand it as nested rings.
5.6.4

Design Patterns in Use

According to the detailed description of RoutineMap, we can conclude that the related patterns used in this visualization are as follows:
1. Space Pattern: Line, Time Graph
2. Time Pattern: Radial
3. Interaction Pattern: Overview, Zoom, Filter, and Details on Demand
4. Scale Pattern: High Temporal Fidelity

The space pattern used in RoutineMap is the time graph and the line. Researchers drew
clustered polygons on the map to display human daily routines on different regions. Researchers also use lines to represent trajectories and movements. The transparencies of lines
denote the density of the traffic. A two-dimensional static map represents geographical
locations. The time pattern is radial. RoutineMap uses polygons to represent time series.
The map’s nested polygons correspond to multiple time periods for one subject or multiple
subjects during one period. The radial layout allows analysts to view event sequences on
different levels of periodic time series. The trade-offs during the design process include a
circle clock vs. polygon-based clock, 12-hour clock metaphor vs. 24-hour clock metaphor,
and geospatial accuracy vs. event visualization at scale. We decided to use a polygon-based
clock because it is very difficult to identify changes over time with circles. The advantage
of the polygon is that ticks provide guidelines for time reading. More circles are needed if
we use a 12-hour clock metaphor, which would increase visual clutter.
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The respective interaction patterns are overview, zoom, filter, and details on demand. An
overview of RoutineMap displays the overall patterns of movement data. Analysts can
zoom into areas of interest to explore the map in more detail. RoutineMap also allows
analysts to filter for time and location. A mouse over a polygon will highlight the polygons
with the same attribute. Clicking on a polygon will pop up a window of additional information.

As discussed in sections 5.6.2 and section 5.6.3, RoutineMap scales different periods of
time. The system compresses multiple polygons into one polygon and uses color shades to
encode the frequency of stay. Researchers reduce the overlapping areas by losing the geospatial accuracy in order to improve the readability of events. Therefore, the scale pattern
has high temporal fidelity.

With the purpose of validating the proposed design space of RoutineMap, researchers gathered expert feedback, conducted usability testing, and a controlled experiment to compare
the circle and dodecagon representations. The results show that the polygon design outweighs the circle design in terms of legibility and readability. Users are able to describe
subjects’ daily routines and identify abnormal events with RoutineMap. The result of the
evaluation of RoutineMap shows that a 24-hour dodecagon provides a robust and efficient
technique to clearly and easily identify stays and movements. The novel design is effective
in terms of detecting anomalies from simulated competition datasets and identifying life
patterns and routines. We are confident that RoutineMap is a very promising new visualization method with application extensions to different datasets. The cognitive load is low
according to the evaluation study feedback.
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CASE STUDY 2: VISHASH: VISUALIZING
SPATIOTEMPORAL PATTERNS OF TWITTER HASHTAGS

This case study intends to understand the design space of social media data with geotags.
Twitter has gained worldwide popularity in recent years. Twitter allows the user to post
and exchange 140-character tweets, and millions of tweets are tweeted per day. A tweet
contains rich information, including a timestamp, geolocation, text, hashtags, users’ profiles, retweets, replies, mentions, etc. Our objective is to visualize the spatiotemporal patterns of hashtags and explore what is happening in the world, as well as when and where it
happens. The researcher developed VisHash, an interactive visualization framework to address these questions. VisHash contains an interactive spiral map, a sunburst diagram, and
small multiples to visualize Twitter hashtags.

6.1

Motivation

More and more people share what is happening around the world through Twitter hashtags.
With a symbol # before a keyword, a Twitter hashtag categorizes topics and tracks events.
This case study explores hashtags with different periodicity and spatial granularity. The
purpose is to enable analysts to explore topics within a collection of hashtags occurring on
different time (e.g. years, months, weeks, days, or hours) or space levels (e.g. country, city,
or street). The proposed design patterns from Chapter 4 helped the researcher to adopt
effective design work and develop an intuitive method to visualize hashtags. The researcher
intends to achieve both high spatial and high temporal fidelity when visualizing social media data.

6.2

VisHash Framework

This section introduces the VisHash Framework to collect, aggregate, and visualize tweets
on a geographical map.
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6.2.1

System Architecture

Figure 6.1 VisHash system architecture
As shown in Figure 6.1, researchers first streamed and stored tweets into Elasticsearch
(“Document APIs | Elasticsearch Reference [5.4] | Elastic,” n.d.) using Twitter’s streaming
API (“Streaming API request parameters — Twitter Developers,” n.d.) and logstash (“twitter | Logstash Reference [5.4] | Elastic,” n.d.). Elasticsearch quickly and dynamically
searches through large amounts of data. A NoSQL solution, its analytics engine is based
on Lucene and designed as a distributed approach that provides flexibility and scalability.
Researchers used Elasticsearch to save and retrieve data with precise results from different
aggregations.
Node.js (“Index | Node.js v6.11.0 Documentation,” n.d.) was used on the server side and
D3.js (Bostock, n.d., p. 3), Angular (“AngularJS: Developer Guide: Developer Guide,”
n.d.), and Leaflet (“Documentation - Leaflet - a JavaScript library for interactive maps,”
n.d.) were used on the client side to create visual elements and render visualizations. These
tools helped researchers to turn the aggregated or reduced data into the scene graphs. The
JavaScript libraries provided a core set of functionalities as well as different components
to render SVG DOMs.
6.2.2

Data Collection and Characteristics

Researchers crawled tweets based on certain hashtags (e.g. Manchester) of breaking events
from around the world. No other restrictions (e.g. location or user) were used during the
streaming process. Each tweet contained rich information with a JSON format. The parameters included hashtags, timestamps for creation time, geo-coordinates for the tweet, the
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tweet content, the profile of the tweet creator, the creator’s profile information, the creator’s social network information, etc. The Twitter API allows 1% of the Twitter stream to
be downloaded. Therefore, the researchers collected a comprehensive sample of tweets.
For the purposes of this case study, the data size is sufficient to report significant events.
6.2.3

Hashtag Modeling

A hashtag is commonly used in a tweet to categorize messages with keywords preceded by
a hash (#) (e.g. #sproutlove, #election2017, #NBAAwards). A single tweet usually contains
multiple hashtags to indicate a specific topic. For example, a huge fire engulfed a building
in London on June 14, 2017. The tweets related to this event were usually accompanied by
#LondonFire, #GrenfellTower, #LatimerRoad, #Ramadan, #Muslims, etc. These hashtags
help users to learn that the fire occurred in Grenfell Tower on Latimer Road and that Muslims who were awake for Ramadan alerted residents to evacuate. The group of hashtags
effectively describes the major event.
In this system, researchers investigated hashtag co-occurrences for a specific topic 𝑡. According to Pöschko (2011), the number of co-occurrences of two hashtags h1 and h2 can be
represented as
𝐶(ℎ1 , ℎ2 ) = |{𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑡 | ℎ1 𝜖 𝑡 ∧ ℎ2 𝜖 𝑡}| (Pöschko, 2011)
Let ℎ represent a hashtag and 𝐷 (ℎ) be ℎ’s dictionary containing the top ten hashtags
ℎ𝑖 (ℎ𝑖 ≠ ℎ) with the highest co-occurrence. Researchers also treated a hashtag ℎ𝑖 as a bag
of hashtags. Let 𝐻 represent a hashtag set
𝐻𝑖 = (ℎ1 , ℎ2 , ℎ3 , … , ℎ𝑛 )
Whereℎ𝑛 ≠ ℎ𝑖 , 𝑛 ≤ 10, and ℎ𝑛 is the hashtag with the top ten highest co-occurrence counts
𝐶(ℎ𝑛 , ℎ𝑖 ). Each hashtag ℎ𝑛 , also contains a bag of hashtags 𝐻𝑛 . The result is a hierarchy
of hashtag distributions. This hierarchical process is illustrated in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 The hierarchical process of hashtag analysis
6.2.4

Mapping Time Series Data to the Spiral

VisHash uses a spiral to represent periodic time series data. Time series are mapped along
the Archimedean Spiral with simple curves. In polar coordinates, the Archimedean Spiral
can be described by
𝑟 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝜃
In Cartesian coordinates, an Archimedean Spiral can be defined as
𝑥(𝜃) = (𝑎 + 𝑏𝜃) cos 𝜃,
𝑦(𝜃) = (𝑎 + 𝑏𝜃) sin 𝜃
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where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are two constant values and 𝜃 denotes the amount of rotation in radians.
Thus, a point on the spiral is (𝑥, 𝑦) = ((𝑎 + 𝑏𝜃) cos 𝜃, (𝑎 + 𝑏𝜃) sin 𝜃). Any two consecutive turnings of the spiral have a constant distance of 2𝜋𝑎. This feature makes the Archimedean Spiral appropriate to visualize different periods. The alignment of line segments
with different colors and thickness on a spiral compares each cycle over a long time period.
6.2.5

Spatiotemporal Aggregation

To support the analysis of spatiotemporal patterns from hashtags, aggregations were performed with location and periodicity. With spatial aggregation, analysts can zoom in or
zoom out on a geographical map to aggregate locations. VisHash supports analysts to explore hashtag distribution from countries, states, cities, and even smaller municipalities.
VisHash first extracted geo-coordinates (latitude and longitude) from tweets. However, if
a tweet does not contain a geotag with latitude and longitude coordinates, VisHash estimated the Tweet location via the user profile’s free-text location field. For the spatial aggregation beyond the city level, specific location coordinates are not required. Yahoo! Geocoder (“Yahoo! Maps Web Services - Geocoding API,” n.d.) was used to identify the
lowest geographical reference to a city or town granularity level.

VisHash time aggregations allow analysts to view different groups of hashtags from different time frames, such as years, months, weeks, and days. Since a hashtag may co-occur
with different hashtags in different regions as time evolves, VisHash dynamically re-clusters hashtags for every update of time frames or spatial regions.

6.3

VisHash Design

Researchers developed the VisHash prototype to provide insight into hashtags. In order to
achieve both high spatial fidelity and high temporal fidelity, VisHash aggregated time series and geolocations respectively at different levels of granularity. VisHash has three features for the analysis of the spatiotemporal patterns of Twitter hashtags: a sunburst diagram,
a spiral map view, and small multiples. In this section, we describe the design of VisHash
and the various interactions supported by the interface.
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6.3.1

User Interface

6.3.1.1 A Sunburst Chart
VisHash allows analysts to query for tweets based on a specific hashtag. The back end of
VisHash extracts a group of hashtags with a hierarchical structure that can be exploited in
visualizations. To effectively visualize the hierarchical hashtags, a sunburst diagram was
used to provide an overview of the hierarchies. It is based on Hierarchie (Smith, Hawes, &
Myers, 2014) and generated with d3.js (Bostock, n.d.). Figure 6.3 shows a high-level hierarchical view of hashtag #prayformanchester using a sunburst diagram. The sunburst chart
has three view levels, and each level uses a series of rings to display the top ten hashtags
and highest co-occurrence counts of the hashtag #prayformanchester. Rings are sliced
based on their parent ring slice. The arcs of each ring are proportional to the co-occurrence
counts. The color is assigned to each arc based on the number of co-occurrences.

Figure 6.3 An overview of a sunburst chart of hashtag #prayformanchester hierarchy.
To maintain user awareness of the entire hierarchical structure, a contextual snapshot is
plotted on the top right of the sunburst that displays the overall hierarchical relationship.
When the user clicks on a hashtag slice of interest, the sunburst diagram zooms into the
children nodes of the slice and the snapshot highlights the selected group of the hierarchy
(Figure 6.4a). On the top of the sunburst chart, a breadcrumb trail shows the context of the
current level root. After clicking on the parent node in the center of the sunburst, the sunburst chart zooms out to a higher level of the hierarchy. The center of the sunburst displays
the name of the parent hashtag. When a user moves the mouse over a slice of the ring, the
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slice will be highlighted and the center of the sunburst, as well as the breadcrumb, will
display the slice content (Figure 6.4b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4 (a) Mouse click on an arc named #MANCHESTERARENA to zoom into its
hashtag hierarchy. The contextual snapshot highlights the selected group of hashtags. The
breadcrumb trail shows the parent roots of the hierarchy. (b) Mouse over a ring slice to
highlight the hashtag of interest (e.g. #MANCHESTERBOMBING). The center of the
sunburst and the breadcrumb will show the name of the highlighted hashtag.
6.3.1.2 Small Multiples
For comparison of hashtags over a range of time periods, VisHash allows analysts to visualize a group of hashtags through small multiples. As shown in Figure 6.5, the small multiples contain a group of line graphs that reveal trends among hashtags in a descending
order. The first line graph denotes the temporal distribution of the current center node in
the sunburst diagram. The group of hashtags corresponds to the sunburst chart. The circle
colors beside the names of the hashtags match the root rings of the sunburst diagram. The
circle size also corresponds to hashtag number. A timeline is used to display time series on
the horizontal x-axis. The number of hashtags is plotted on the vertical y-axis. The small
multiples clearly show the increase and decrease of hashtag change within a certain time
frame.
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Figure 6.5 Small multiples containing a series of line graphs to show hashtag group
trends.
6.3.1.3 A Spiral Map View
Researchers extend the timeline metaphor on a geographical map in order to visualize space
and time together. The spatial locations of hashtags are mapped as latitudes and longitudes.
The time-series data are encoded as spiral graphs. The spiral metaphor is useful to display
periodic patterns and support cycle comparisons.
6.3.1.3.1 Spiral Representation of Time Series
VisHash visualizes time series data along an Archimedean Spiral. The spiral is able to
represent various periodicity. VisHash aggregates daily time series to monthly, daily, and
hourly time series for plotting purposes. The lap of a spiral can equal an hour, day, month,
year, or another specified period. The number of spiral turnings depends on the aggregation
of time periods. The thickness of a spiral corresponds to the total number of hashtags in a
time frame. Time series map outwards from the center in an ascending order with lines
displayed along the spiral path. The colors of the line segments correspond to those in the
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sunburst. The thicknesses of the line segments depend on the number of hashtags that cooccurring with the search term. Tick marks are used to facilitate data reading time.

Figure 6.6 shows three time frame levels. Figure 6.6a plots the level of monthly time series
with spirals. Every six-month time series data is mapped per 360-degree spiral cycle. The
tick marks divide each cycle into 12 segments. We can tell that some hashtags were posted
in May. When the user clicks the yellow line in Figure 6.6a, the monthly view is split into
daily time frames. The daily view of the selected period is shown in Figure 6.6b. The whole
spiral represents one month and the tick marks divide the spiral into 28, 29, 30, or 31 days
depending on the number of days in the month. The spiral’s orange line denotes that some
hashtags were posted on the 25th day of the month. Clicking on the orange line of the daily
spiral displays the hourly view of the time series data (Figure 6.6c). Every 12 hours are
mapped to a spiral cycle of 360 degrees and the tick marks divide the spiral into 24 portions.
The yellow line in Figure 6.6 shows that some hashtags were created between 2 and 3 p.m.
The user can click the center of each spiral to zoom out one level of time frame. It is very
convenient to compare time series using the spiral form.

Moreover, if there are different hashtags posted during a particular period, the hashtags are
stacked to the spiral with different colors and areas. The hashtags are plotted from smallest
to largest (Figure 6.6d). Analysts can compare the number of hashtags during a particular
period by comparing the widths of the stacked lines.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.6 Aggregate time series on three levels: (a) Monthly time series. The yellow line
denotes the distribution of hashtags in May. (b) Daily time series. The orange line corresponds to the hashtags created on the 25th day of May. (c) 24-hour time frame. Each 12hour time frame is mapped to a spiral cycle of 360 degrees. (d) Two types of hashtags
posted between 9 and 10 p.m. in May are plotted on the monthly time series. The number
of tweets related to the green hashtag is more than those related to the red hashtag.
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6.3.1.3.2 Spatiotemporal Patterns on a Geographical Map
Spatiotemporal hashtag pattern can be observed through a geographical map. Multiple time
series spirals are mapped to specified locations. Through integrating time series and spatial
viewpoints, VisHash allows analysts to identify spatiotemporal patterns and compare
hashtags’ periodic patterns.

Figure 6.7 shows three examples of multiple spirals running clockwise in the UK. Different
time series are aggregated by monthly, daily, and hourly time frames. Analysts are able to
tell when and where a certain type of hashtag was posted by comparing the spiral angles
and colors.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.7 Three levels of time series in the spiral map view: (a) Monthly view, (b) Daily
view, and (c) Hourly view. (a) The monthly view shows the distribution of hashtags in a
few states in the South. (b) The daily view plots data from the 24th day in Italy. The daily
features of data in Florence, Rome, and Naples are displayed. (c) The hourly view reveals
that many hashtags were created in Manchester. Secondly, most of the hashtags were
posted between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m.
The space is organized into different levels: countries, states, cities, and even smaller municipalities. Zooming in or out of a map enables analysts to explore hashtags with different
space granularity. Figure 6.8 presents the daily distribution of hashtags from a high to low
level of the eastern US. We can observe from Figure 6.8a that many hashtags occurred in
New York, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire. Hashtags are clustered based on the locations of each state. By zooming into the spirals on the top right states of the map, the user
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can see the hashtag distribution of particular cities (Figure 6.8b). Hashtags are clustered on
the city level as well. Figure 6.8b indicates that a large number of hashtags were posted
near Manchester, New Hampshire. The user can zoom all the way down to a street, as
shown in Figure 6.8c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.8 Zoomable geographical map at different levels. The user can zoom in or out of
(a) the state level, (b) the city level, and (c) the street level.
6.3.2

Interactions

VisHash supports various interaction techniques. In VisHash, the user can search a certain
hashtag and view results from an overview-plus-detail spatiotemporal visualization. A
summary view presents the distribution of different groups of hashtags over time. Mousing
over each spiral on the map or the colored line segment of each spiral displays a tooltip of
the name of the location, the corresponding time period, and the total number of co-occurring hashtags. VisHash allows the user to explore hashtag distribution at different time
levels and different space granularity. Clicking the line segment can switch the current time
frame to the next lower level. Clicking the center of a spiral will transfer users to a higher
time period level. The user can zoom in or out of the map to observe the search results from
different space levels, including countries, state, cities, and streets.

Another important task for VisHash is to perform brushing and linking among the three
views. The line graphs of the small multiples allow the user to select a time period with a
brush on the bottom of the line graphs. The brush can zoom into the line graph in the
horizontal direction. The sunburst diagram and spiral map views are automatically updated
for the selected time periods. When the user clicks the center of the sunburst to zoom in or
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out, the spiral map and small multiples views present the trend of the center node. The
small multiples and sunburst diagram are also updated based on the time period selected in
the spiral map view.

6.4

Case Study: The Manchester Arena Bombing

In this section, researchers illustrate an application of VisHash to present the patterns of
hashtag #Manchester. We acquired 636698 tweets containing hashtag #Manchester between 5/24/2017 and 5/25/2017 from Twitter. Figure 6.9 presents an overview of the interface. In order to reduce noise, the researcher focused on the top ten co-occurring
hashtags out of 336206 tweets containing the relevant hashtag.

Figure 6.9 Spatiotemporal patterns of co-occurring hashtags #Manchester
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The sunburst diagram shows the hierarchical structure of the co-occurring hashtags. We
were interested in what happened in Manchester and what people tweeted about it. Mousing over each arc highlights the name of the hashtag. Figure 6.10 lists the three levels of
co-occurrences for #Manchester. The top ten co-occurring hashtags are #prayformanchester, #manchesterbombing, #manchesterattack, #oliviacampbell, #arianastaystrong, #arianagrande, #westandtogether, #manchesterarena, #silenceformanchester, and #missingmanchester. These hashtags indicate the context of the Manchester Arena bombing. Some
hashtags—#manchesterbombing, #manchesterattack, and #arianagrande—reveal the Twitter conversations about the attack, a deadly explosion at the Manchester Arena Ariana
Grande concert. Some hashtags, like #prayformanchester, #arianastaystrong, and #silenceformanchester illustrate that Manchester faced tragedy and people were praying for those
involved in this event.
#Manchester

#manchesterattack

#georginacallander

#prayformanchester

#manchester

#oliviacampbell

#manchesterbombing

#oliviacampbell

#manchester

#manchesterattack

#ManchesterBombing

#manchesterattack
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#ArianaStayStrong
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Figure 6.10 An example of the hierarchy of hashtag co-occurrences
We chose to explore #manchesterattack on the first level of #Manchester. By clicking on
the arc named #manchesterattack, we can zoom into the hashtag hierarchy of #manchesterattack. The second text box of Figure 6.10 lists the top ten co-occurring hashtags related
to #manchesterattack. #oliviacampbell and #georginacallander reveal that Olivia Campbell
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and Georgina Callander were most likely killed in the Manchester bombing. #ISIS indicates that ISIS may be responsible for the attack. We clicked the arc of #georginacallander
to zoom in on its hierarchy. The top ten co-occurring hashtags with #georginacallander are
reported in the third box of Figure 6.10. It can be deduced from the figure that #oliviacampbell, #johnatkinson, #saffierose, #KellyBrewster, #AlisonHowe refer to the people
who lost their lives in the Manchester terror attack.

The line graph from Figure 6.9 reveals the changes in hashtags over two days. It pinpoints
that more tweets were posted from 3 a.m. to 9 p.m. 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. were two popular
times to tweet. The total number of tweets decreased after 8 a.m. on May 25th. We were
interested in the global distribution of hashtags over different time periods. The spiral map
view of Figure 6.10 reports the monthly global spatiotemporal distribution of co-occurring
hashtags. We can observe that many hashtags were posted in the United Kingdom, the
Eastern United States, Switzerland, and Saudi Arabia. In order to view the May 24th data,
we clicked on the colored segment of the monthly spiral and then clicked on the line segment representing the 24th day. Figure 6.11a reports the hourly distribution of co-occurring
hashtags. A large number of hashtags were created near Manchester and London. Users in
Manchester tweeted more about the attack than those in the other places. Figure 6.11b
shows the detailed spatial distribution of the various groups of hashtags on the city level.
We can also zoom into the street level, as shown in Figure 6.11c. It is apparent from Figure
6.11 that the co-occurring hashtags frequently occurred from 2 to 4 p.m. as well as 8 p.m.
to midnight. The yellow hashtags (#oliviacampbell), blue hashtags (#ManchesterBombing),
and light pink hashtags (#ManchesterArena) frequently appeared during the two days.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.11 The spatiotemporal patterns for co-occurring hashtags in U.K on (a) the country level, (b) the city level, and (c) the street level.
6.5

Discussion and Limitations

6.5.1

Design Patterns in Use

VisHash applies well-known visualization metaphors and developed an interactive webbased visualization framework to visualize Twitter hashtags. We can conclude that the related patterns used in this visualization are as follows:
1. Space Pattern: Time Graph
2. Time Pattern: Linear, Radial
3. Interaction Pattern: Overview, Zoom, Filter, Details on Demand, Brushing and
Linking
4. Scale Pattern: High Temporal Fidelity, High Spatial Fidelity

The space pattern applied in VisHash is the time graph. Spirals are mapped onto a geographical map to depict the spatial attributes of hashtags. The time pattern includes linear
and radial representations. Timelines are used to represent time series data in small multiples. To support the analysis of periodic patterns, a spiral is used to observe the cyclical
features of the data. A turning of a spiral can represent a year, month, week, day, or hour.
The color and thickness of the line segments of each spiral could vary based on the type
and number of hashtags in a particular region and time frame. As illustrated in Section
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6.3.2, VisHash supports an overview of the visualization interface. It also provides zooming features that alter the spiral map view on different spatial scales. The user can also
zoom in or out of the sunburst diagram’s center node. Mousing over a spiral or a colored
line segment of a spiral displays the detailed information of the selected properties. All
views are linked and the user can brush the timeline of the small multiples to filter the
temporal information. Additionally, VisHash aggregates hashtags with different time or
space granularity. The user can choose a year, month, day, or hour as the basic time frame,
and country, city, or street as the basic space granularity to explore the evolving hashtags
of different regions. Thus, VisHash achieves both high spatial and high temporal fidelity.
The case studies demonstrate VisHash’s capability to intuitively and flexibly visualize the
spatiotemporal patterns of Twitter hashtag co-occurrences. The researcher believes that the
cognitive load of VisHash is low. As a result, the design and development of VisHash
validates the proposed design patterns for spatiotemporal visualization.
6.5.2

Limitations

Although VisHash facilitates an efficient and interactive exploration of Twitter hashtags,
this work could be improved in the following ways:
1. Twitter only allows users to retrieve up to 1% of the tweets posted during a certain
time period. Only a small proportion of these tweets are geotagged. Therefore, VisHash can only detect a fraction of topics that users discuss. Although the missing
geographic locations were estimated from user information, the reliability of the
location information is very low. We were unable to retrieve the exact geocoordinate of the tweets. The user metadata may contain inaccurate location names,
which makes it difficult to determine the real locations.
2. VisHash shows the top-10 co-occurring hashtags on the spiral map with different
colors and weights. VisHash does not consider the classification or the similarity
between any two hashtags. For example, #manchester can be recognized as geolocation, #silienceformanchester belongs to emotion, and #ManchesterBombing fits
the event category. It would be nice to categorize hashtags based on their similarity
and assign colors to each related category.
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3. The content of the co-occurring hashtags evolves over time. It is possible to add an
animation to VisHash to show the dynamic change of hashtags over a given time
period. Animation provides a more vivid and understandable way to handle new
hashtags that emerge from the data stream.
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CONCLUSION

7.1

Study Summary

This research proposed the use of a pattern language to explore the design space of spatiotemporal visualization. The purpose of the study is to provide a framework for both experts
and novices to design and evaluate spatiotemporal visualization. Design patterns also build
a common language for researchers from different domains to convey, communicate, and
share thoughts and ideas for the best design practices.

The literature review contained three parts: design space, cognitive processing of visualizations, and scalable techniques to visualize spatiotemporal data. This dissertation summarized the cognitive processing of visualization based on vision’s constructive power,
preattentive processing, visual working memory, cognitive load, and sensemaking. The
review of cognitive theories provided a foundation for constructing design patterns and
evaluation studies. The challenge remains in the visual analytics domain to develop an
interactive and scalable visualization of the large spatiotemporal data set. The researcher
reviewed scalable spatiotemporal visualization techniques from the aspects of information
scalability, visual scalability, display scalability, human scalability, and software scalability.

After establishing the design science research methodology, the researcher proposed four
categories of design patterns based on the current design practices of spatiotemporal visualization. Our study aimed to provide a framework for both expert and novice designers to
customize a solution to a given problem. The proposed fifteen design patterns also served
the goal of commutating and exploring the alternatives and trade-offs of the design process.
Furthermore, we hope this framework aids the design thinking and evaluation of spatiotemporal visualization design practice.

In order to validate the fifteen design patterns, the researcher presented two case studies
that demonstrated how the patterns were used in practical applications. The first case study
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used the design pattern to visualize the daily routines of human beings. RoutineMap
mapped periodic time series onto a series of polygons (time pattern: radial). The trajectories
of movements were plotted as projected lines (space pattern: line). The polygon-based visualization shows time points at different levels of granularity, including days, weeks,
months, and years (scale pattern: high temporal fidelity). Various interaction techniques
were used to support the exploration of spatiotemporal data. The evaluation showed that
RoutineMap has the capability to present human beings’ periodic behaviors in a single
view with low cognitive load.

The second case study developed a tool called VisHash to display the spatiotemporal patterns of Twitter hashtags. A zoomable sunburst diagram represented the hierarchical structure of the co-occurring hashtags. Small multiples with line graphs visualized a trend over
time (time pattern: linear). Spirals were used to encode time series data (space pattern:
point; time pattern: radial). The interaction techniques include overview+detail, zoom, filter, details on demand, brushing, and linking. VisHash displays data for different time
frames and different geographic levels; thus, it achieved high temporal and high spatial
fidelity.

7.2

Knowns and Unknowns of this Research

The researcher does know that the proposed fifteen design patterns can facilitate design
thinking and support designers to find the most appropriate strategy to visualize spatiotemporal data. The researcher does not know if these patterns can transfer to other types of
data.

The researcher does know that design patterns can be used to develop interactive and scalable spatiotemporal visualizations for basic tasks. The framework is intended to be generalized to common design practices and the analysis and comparison of spatial and temporal
data attributes. The researcher does not know if the design patterns can support complex
tasks and activities with the data.
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The researcher does know that the proposed design patterns have focused largely on the
visual representations of spatiotemporal data. The researcher does not know if the patterns
can be applied to data processing and modeling.

The researcher does know that design patterns serve as a simple approach to organize designers’ thoughts and communicate design decisions. The two case studies demonstrated
how to use patterns in different scenarios and validate the proposed patterns. However, the
researcher does not know if these patterns outweigh other design patterns in practice.

The researcher does know that design patterns evolve over time based on existing techniques and methods. Design solutions usually come from design practices and can be verified to describe common strategies. The researcher does not know what will be added or
removed from the design patterns in the future. The researcher will continue to examine
the effective applications of spatiotemporal data and gather feedback and suggestions from
designers.

7.3

Future Work

This dissertation has a number of areas to work on for future work. First, the proposed
design patterns support basic tasks in the design and development of spatiotemporal visualizations. In order to solve more complex design problems, the researcher plans to create
a web-based spatiotemporal visualization framework that employs the proposed design
patterns. The framework will provide an interface that allows the user to upload data, select
the appropriate design patterns, and generate multi-view visualizations. The interface will
make it easy and efficient for designers and developers to perform different types of visualization tasks in a consistent way, thereby getting results faster.

Secondly, the proposed design patterns enable the efficiency of design and development of
spatiotemporal visualizations for both novice designers and experienced designers. However, there are differences between novices and experts in consuming the information and
using design patterns to generate effective solutions. The researcher will explore the cognitive load experienced by both novice designers and experienced designers in learning
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and comprehending the fifteen design patterns. In future research activities, we intend to
measure the learning effects of using design patterns for different levels of users. The results will be used to identify any problems in using the current design patterns and further
customize the patterns to help both new and experienced designers.

Thirdly, the purpose of this dissertation is to use a pattern approach to examine the spatiotemporal visualization design space and support designers in choosing the right pattern to
visualize data. In order to validate the proposed fifteen design patterns, the researcher applied these design patterns in the design and development of two visualization systems.
The evaluation of the two visualization systems proved the effectiveness of the design patterns. Moreover, the researcher plans to justify the effectiveness of the design pattern
framework by conducting a controlled experiment with designers in helping them design
spatiotemporal visualizations. The researcher will divide participants into two groups: one
will use the fifteen design patterns to visualize spatiotemporal data and the other one will
not. We will look at if there are any statistically significant differences in task completion
time, task completeness, design quality, and design creativity between the designers of
pairs that will use the fifteen design patterns and pairs that will not. We will continue our
evaluations to further refine design patterns and enhance our understanding of how design
patterns help designers develop effective spatiotemporal visualizations.
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